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Abstract
It is a common goal in biophysics to understand protein structural prop-
erties and their relationship to protein function. I investigated protein structural
properties using three coarse graining methods: a rigidity analysis method First, a
geometric simulation method Froda and normal mode analysis as implemented in
Elnemo to identify the protein directions of motion. Furthermore, I also compared
the results between the coarse graining methods with the results from molecular
dynamics and from experiments that I carried out. The results from the rigidity
analysis across a set of protein families presented in chapter 3 highlighted two dif-
ferent patterns of protein rigidity loss, i.e. \sudden" and \gradual". It was found
that theses characteristic patterns were in line with the rigidity distribution of glassy
networks. The simulations of protein motion by merging exibility, rigidity and nor-
mal mode analyses presented in chapter 4 were able to identify large conformational
changes of proteins using minimal computational resources. I investigated the use
of RMSD as a measure to characterise protein motion and showed that, despite it
is a good measure to identify structural dierences when comparing the same pro-
tein, the use of extensive RMSD better captures the extend of motion of a protein
structure. The in-depth investigation of yeast PDI mobility presented in chap-
ter 5 conrmed former experimental results that predicted a large conformational
change for this enzyme. Furthermore, the results predicted: a characteristic rigidity
distribution for yeast PDI, a minimum and a maximum active site distance and a
relationship between the energy cuto, i.e. the number of hydrogen bonds part of the
network of bonds, and protein mobility. The results obtained were tested against
molecular dynamics simulations in chapter 6. The MD simulation also showed a
large conformational change for yeast PDI but with a slightly dierent minimum
and maximum inter-cysteine distance. Furthermore, MD was able to reveal new
data, i.e. the most likely inter-cysteine distance. In order to test the accuracy of the
coarse graining and MD simulations I carried out cross-linking experiments to test
the minimum inter-cysteine distance predictions. The results presented in chapter
7 show that human PDI minimum distance is below 12A whereas the yeast PDI
minimum distance must be above 12A as no cross-linking structures where found
with the available (12A long) cross-linkers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Proteins are the main building blocks and functional molecules of the cell. Their
function is determined by the polypeptide sequence and tertiary structure. These
determine the proteins structural properties, i.e. rigidity, exibility, mobility, reac-
tive sites exposure, etc. Hence, understanding their structural and dynamic proper-
ties are crucial for understanding proteins biological function and cell function as a
whole. There are many types of proteins and for some the relationship between mo-
bility and function is very relevant. For example, some enzymes perform a multitude
of biochemical and/or biomechanical reactions, such as altering, joining together or
chopping up other molecules. These functions require the enzyme to move in space.
Other proteins whose function requires structural motion are transmembrane pro-
teins, which are key in maintaining a desirable cellular environment for the cell to
function eciently. These proteins regulate cell volume, ion transit across the cel-
lular membrane, select molecules able to transit, etc. Motion is a key component
of these protein structures but their dynamical behaviours may well span various
long time scales and involve large numbers of residues. The wide range of protein
architectures dene and modulate the nature of the molecules' conformational dy-
namics in a complex way that it is still not completely understood. Therefore, the
investigation of each protein structure on a case by case basis is essential.
Several experimental techniques are available to study protein structure and
dynamics. The most commonly used to determine protein structure are X-ray or
neutron crystallography, which provide a single snapshot of the spatial location
of atoms. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [1] provides structural information
but also dynamic information of the protein in solution. Other techniques to study
protein motion are uorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) [2] or cross-liking
experiments [3]. FRET involves attaching a uorescent probe to dierent residues to
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calculate the energy transfer between them and hence calculate the distance between
the residues. Cross-linking involves attaching a polymer construct to two reactive
sites in order to identify a distance between them via gel electrophoresis.
Computer simulations performance is dened in terms of the structural de-
tail considered and the CPU-time employed to perform the simulations. Simulation
techniques that require an all atom representation consider a great detail of the pro-
tein's structure so that all the atoms are accounted for. Molecular dynamics (MD) [4]
is the gold standard for all atoms simulation method. It requires to solve Newton's
equations of motion for the interacting atoms of the protein network where forces
between the atoms and potential energy are dened by molecular mechanics force
elds. Current detailed molecular dynamics methods typically require CPU-weeks
or months to complete simulations of protein structures of the order of hundred
residues.
MD has been one of the main simulation techniques, however, there is a
need for techniques which are able to rapidly simulate large number of atoms and
motions, e.g. hundreds or thousand residues. In this regard the emergence and
increasing popularity of coarse graining models is due to their low computational
expense and ability to provide quick responses. Coarse grained models like the
model proposed by Go et al [5, 6], the Rosetta method [7] or the Elastic Network
Model (ENM)[8, 9] use larger units than single atoms.
The dierence in performance between models relies, among other factors,
on how each model coarse grains the structure, i.e. on how the pseudo-units are
dened in relation to the initial structure, its properties and the biological question
to be addressed. For example, if blocks of atoms [10] or whole protein subunits [11]
are considered as a unit, a further coarse graining step is achieved; however, this
method does not distinguish the rigid from the exible parts within the subunits
and therefore essential structural information could be lost during the simplication
process. As a consequence the results obtained with coarser models that do not take
into account protein structural features could be far less accurate if they overlook
essential structural features.
Although methods for xing sub-units by using coarse grained models have
come a long way since they started in 1976 [12], there is not a consensus yet or guide-
lines regarding how to choose the pseudounits. For example, the Rosetta method
has been used in protein folding studies [13] by replacing a sequence of up to nine
residues by a single body with six degrees of freedom. Whereas, other more sophisti-
cated methods like the Elastic Network model (ENM) only focuses on the -carbons,
which are treated as point objects with three degrees of freedom [14].
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1.1 Natural coarse graining
To address this issue, M. Thorpe and co-workers developed a new approach to deter-
mine the coarse graining pseudounits by identifying the rigid units of a crystallised
biomolecule using topological and geometrical techniques. From this approach they
developed the software package \First" (Floppy inclusions and rigidity substruc-
ture topography) as a natural basis for coarse grain determination of rigid clusters
[15] that integrates the \pebble game"[16] algorithm for rigidity analysis [17]. By
matching degrees of freedom against constraints, it can rapidly divide a network
into rigid regions and oppy \hinges" with excess degrees of freedom. The basic
concept is that overconstrained regions will stay rigid during a mobility simulation
and therefore can be treated as a single pseudounit.
In this approach, a protein is viewed as a network of dierent types of bonds
holding the structure together. The strongest constraints, i.e. the covalent bonds,
the locked and unlocked dihedral angles found along the polypeptide chain, are con-
sidered as strictly rigid. Whereas, the hydrogen bonds, salt bridges and hydrophobic
tethers interactions that dene the tertiary structure's constraint network, are con-
sidered to be breakable and aect protein rigidity and motion depending on their
bond strength. Once the networks of constraints are obtained, First is able to iden-
tify the rigid regions or clusters by assessing the number of constraints and degrees
of freedom for each atom [17] and thus dening the rigid clusters as pseudounits that
can be used to coarse grain a mobility simulation. Hence, using overconstrained or
rigid regions as pseudounits is a method that varies from previous coarse graining
methods in that the choice of the pseudounits is not arbitrarily but are dened ac-
cording to the properties of the protein network, i.e. the overconstrained regions are
considered as single rigid clusters and the underconstrained regions are considered
as exible.
1.2 Normal mode analysis
A well known coarse graining approach to simulate protein motion is the one imple-
mented by normal mode analysis (NMA). This approach considers only the -carbon
atoms of a protein structure and models the interactions between them as Hookean
springs based on a harmonic pairwise potential [18]. The -carbon atom coordinates
are derived from the crystal protein structures. The number interactions considered
are limited by a cuto value, typically between 9 14A, which is accounted for using
a heavyside step function. According to the elastic network model [19] the elements
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Pictorial metaphor comparing a folding bike with protein motion sim-
ulations using rigidity analysis and modes of motion. In panel (a) the rigid and
exible regions are identied, in (b) the directions of motion or normal modes, and
(c) shows the bike in its folded state. The process using a hybrid coarse graining
method to identify the rigid regions and NMA to identify the directions of motion
before simulating protein motion is conceptually parallel.
of the Hessian matrix (H) are obtained from the second derivative of the potential
(V) with respect to the Cartesian coordinates of the atoms. The normal modes
are the eigenvectors obtained from the Hessian matrix, a 3Nx3N matrix composed
of the second derivatives of the potential (V) with respect to residue uctuations.
Each normal mode dene a network vibratory state which is characterised by a fre-
quency and a mode, and independent of all the other modes. The calculated normal
modes dene an orthonormal mathematical basis set and provide information on all
the possible directions that the protein structure can move. The dimensions of the
orthonormal basis is the number of -carbons contained in the protein structure.
The vector dening the direction of motion for each -carbon has three values which
represent the directional component for each spatial axis. The normal modes do not
suggest, at least right away, how the structure actually moves, which means that
it is not possible to tell which modes are biologically relevant from the given set of
modes calculated for a structure [8].
In recent years, NMA has emerged as a powerful computational method for
studying large amplitude molecular motions. Due to the reduction in computational
expense that its coarse graining procedure grants, it is one of the best suited methods
for studying collective motions in proteins [8, 10, 14, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29]. The reasons underlying this success are not fully understood yet, especially
since proteins are known to fold and function in a water environment, within a
narrow rang of pH, temperature, ionic strength, etc., while NMA is performed in
vacuum.
Intrinsic structural exibility, as manifested in normal modes, facilitates the
functionally important conformational changes. In simple terms, determining the
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exible and rigid regions is like examining a bicycle and nding out where the hinges
and rigid bars are located as shown in Figure 1.1, whereas determining the normal
modes of motions is like determining the possible congurations that the bicycle can
adopt by exploring the range of motion of the movable parts.
There has been questions raised [27] with regards the limitations of NMA
and the harmonic approximation. Studies of macromolecules are limited by the com-
plex potentials used to describe the covalent and non-bonded interactions between
atoms. There are high CPU-time requirements to compute such interactions limits
the analysis of large proteins. The pioneering work of Tirion [18] demonstrated that
the potential energy could be approximated by simpler pair-wise Hookean poten-
tial to suciently describe the low-frequency motion of large proteins. Although
dismissing the an-harmonic terms, the simplied potential has proved to be an at-
tractive alternative to model large conformational changes of large macromolecular
assemblies.
1.3 Framework rigidity optimised dynamic algorithm
Protein motion along normal modes has been previously investigated using normal
modes [28, 29]. However, the ability of the Froda module [30] in First to gen-
erate conformers is particularly useful to visualise conformers along the trajectory.
A conformer is produced as the crystal structure is projected along the eigenvector
and the structural constraints are meet. In a nutshell, a conformer is identical to the
initial crystal structure but adopting a new conformation or distribution in space.
The conceptual origins of Froda are from studies on mineral crystal structures and
the rigid-unit-mode (RUM) model [31, 32, 33, 34] which interprets the motion of a
crystal network in terms of polyhedra moving as rigid units. Hence, the rigid parts
are able to move as one block each in the directions that the exible regions and
structural constraints allow them to. The "Geometric Analysis of Structural Poly-
hedra" (GASP) is an implementation of the rigid-unit-mode model into a computer
program written by S.A. Wells during his doctoral thesis to analyse mineral struc-
tures. The software performs real-space rigid unit analyses on framework structures
with the primary aim of comparing two polyhedral framework structures to analyse
their dierences as a combination of rigid unit motion (displacement and rotation
of polyhedra) and distortion of polyhedra [35].
Froda's approach was therefore originally develop to simulate rigid-unit mo-
tion in framework mineral structures and then adapted to use protein rigid clusters
as \ghost" templates instead of polyhedral rigid units. The \ghost" templates are
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dened as the pseudounits that coarse grain the protein. They are dened as the
rigid clusters dened in by First rigidity analysis. Reducing the number of \units"
in the simulation, i.e. atoms and/or pseudounits, allows for increased eciency when
simulating motion across the regions of the conformational space. Furthermore, the
constraints associated with hard sphere steric repulsion eects are also accounted
for so that atoms are not allowed to collide. Therefore, it is possible to interpret
the protein motion through the conformational space as the movement of a dense
packed assembly of rigid sphere clusters which can move while maintaining the co-
valent, hydrophobic, and hydrogen bond constraints between them. This approach
is expected to yield good results especially for large biomolecules since the geometry
will be largely determining the large scale motions. The directions of motion for
a given protein can be explored in dierent ways using Froda, either by: (a) a
random bias, (b) a centrifugal motion from the centre of mass, or more elegantly (c)
by using an eigenvector dened by an elastic network mode as dened by Elnemo
[25, 36].
1.3.1 Hybrid coarse graining methods
The use of First as a coarse-graining method has been previously used as the basis
for simulation methods exploring the large-amplitude exible motion of proteins.
The rst mobility algorithm to be based on First was the \Rock" algorithm pio-
neered by Dr. Ming Lei [15, 37]. The ROCK method was developed to explore 3D
conformations of a protein system constraint with the rigid clusters from First. Its
rst application was done on a HIV protease structure and showed the extend that
the exible aps could move [37].
Like ROCK, the concept behind the Froda method [30] is to explore the
allowed conformational space of a protein using the rigid clusters determined by
First to reduce the computational costs. Froda improved signicantly the sam-
pling speed and prevented collision between atoms. These methods have been fur-
ther developed by newer versions of First and the new geometric simulation soft-
ware FrodaN [38]. FrodaN resolves important outstanding issues with Froda by
integrating a new conceptual approach to handling rigid units during the simula-
tion procedure and by enforcing constraints using a conjugate gradient minimization
function.
The hybrid coarse graining (HCG) method I use in this thesis, integrates
rigidity information from First and NMA analyses as dened by Elnemo with in
the module Froda to investigate conformational changes. Conceptually speaking,
the multi-scale modelling approach merging rigidity information was rst developed
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Figure 1.2: Rigidity distribution on the 3D structure and rigid cluster decomposi-
tion (RCD) graph of yeast protein disulphide isomerase. The right panel shows the
rigidity dilution of yeast PDI and the selected polypeptide chain rigidity distribu-
tion chosen to coarse grain the protein structure. Each line represents the rigidity
distribution along the polypeptide chain for a given energy cuto (See Chapter 2
for a detailed explanation). The tertiary structure shown on the left hand side inte-
grates the rigid clusters as dened in the RCD graph for the selected cuto energy.
The rigid clusters are coloured accordingly and the unconstrained regions are shown
in grey. The protein domains of yeast protein disulphide isomerase are shown and
labelled as a-b-b'-a' .
by Ahmed et al. [21] and the integration of rigidity information and normal modes
of motion to identify small harmonic displacements by Gholke et al. [39]. This
outperforms the ENM technique on its own in terms of eciency, allowing only
translational and rotational degrees of freedom to the rigid clusters identied by
First but no relative motion within each cluster. Hence, the total number of degrees
of freedom for the biomolecule is reduced to  30% compared with conventional
ENM. Therefore, the memory requirements and computational times are reduced
signicantly by a factor of 9-125 [21].
These results support the hypothesis that identifying exible and rigid re-
gions to coarse grain the protein structure while performing a geometrical simulation
as illustrated in Figure 1.2 provides an advantage to simulate protein motion that
together with using normal modes of motion facilitates the ability to predict large-
scale motions. The HCG method allows for a high level of versatility in modulating
the motion of the protein structures for various directional modes, bonding condi-
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tions and simulation parameters. A neat feature of Froda is its ability to bias the
motion of the initial structure using dierent mobility guides, e.g. random, centrifu-
gal and using normal modes. These options make Froda especially interesting to
inspect large conformational changes of proteins at a very low computational cost
and with a high degree of versatility in the simulation parameters. Furthermore,
Froda is able to provide intermediary conformers produced along the mobility sim-
ulations. This allows for visual inspection and comparison of the initial structure
with respect to the conformers requested during the simulation.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods
In this section I describe the overall computational methodology involved in inte-
grating and performing the rigidity analysis, normal mode analysis and geometric
simulations of exible motion on a protein structure. A more detailed account of
the methods used is included in each chapter. All the relevant computer codes
(Reduce [40], PyMOL [41], First [16, 15], Froda [30] and Elnemo[25, 36]) are
serial codes which run on the workstations of the Centre for Scientic Computing,
either in interactive mode or in a scripted fashion using bash and pbs job submission
scripts.
2.1 Select the relevant PDB les
The rst step on each research project reported in this thesis starts by selecting
a biological question, then the relevant X-ray crystal structures are selected from
the protein data bank (PDB) [42] taking into account the experimental resolution
and the crystallisation conditions. I choose to use X-ray crystal structures with the
best resolution or at least better than 2:5A when possible and with crystallising
conditions that are relevant to the biological question investigated, e.g. a protein
X-ray crystal structures with dierent ligands bound, as a dimer, monomer, etc.
2.2 Adding hydrogen bonds
X-ray protein crystal structures do not contain hydrogen atoms. Therefore in order
to identify the hydrogen bonds, salt bridges and hydrophobic tethers that hold the
tertiary structure in place they need to be added to the structure. Hydrogen bonds
are formed when a charged residue of a protein that has a polar covalent bonds
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Step Action Tool
1 Obtain crystal structure PDB
2 Remove water and atoms added during crystallisation PyMOL script
3 Add hydrogen bond to the structure Reduce
4 Rank hydrogen bonds First
5 Obtain RCD graphs First
6 Obtain normal modes Elnemo
7 Identify Ecut for mobility coarse grain RCD graphs
8 Integrate rigidity distribution (at the chosen Ecut) and normal modes Bash scripts and First
9 Simulate protein motion Bash scripts and Froda
10 Obtain conformers Bash scripts and Froda
11 Obtain structural information Bash and fortran scripts
Table 2.1: Stepwise work-ow used to analyse protein structures. This table sum-
marises the steps followed to obtain the results presented in this thesis. Starting
from the choice of the PDB structure to obtain the respective structures and ending
by obtaining structural data from the newly obtained structures.
forms an electrostatic interaction with a residue of opposite charge. Hydrophobic
(non-polar) bonds are formed as hydrophobic tethers avoid contact with the po-
lar water molecules. Whereas a salt bridge is actually a combination of hydrogen
bonding and electrostatic interactions. I use the freely available software Reduce
to \dress" the protein structure with its corresponding hydrogen atoms. This soft-
ware takes into account the chemistry and geometry of the molecule to create the
hydrogen bond network. The software aims to add hydrogen atoms to use contact
dots to quantitatively analyse the network of bonds that pack proteins. It includes
the correction of side-amide ips and avoids incorrect Histidine inuence of Arse-
nie/Glutamine orientations. However, it does not include a compete analysis of
Histidine protonation equilibria. This analysis could be included in future software
versions but will require detailed knowledge of the pH and electrostatics [40].
The hydrogen bonds and salt bridges are dened using the geometry and
energy of the interactions. Donor-acceptor distances (d  3:6A ), hydrogen-acceptor
distances (r  2:6A ) and donor-hydrogen-acceptor angles (90    180) dene
the sets of bonds included in the rigidity analysis [17]. Salt bridges interactions
are considered as a special case of hydrogen bonds with a more signicant ionic
component, which is less geometrically sensitive. Salt bridges are identied by a
maximum distance between donor and acceptor of  4:6A and softening the angular
dependence to (80    180).
Since the strength of these bonds depends on the chemistry of the donor
and acceptor atoms, and on their orientation[17], an energy function is used to
rank hydrogen bonds as dened by equation 2.1. Where F (; ;  ) depends on the
geometrical constraints as dened in [17], V0 = 8kcal=mol and d0 = 2:8A.
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2.3 Ranking of hydrogen bonds
Salt bridges or salt bonds are weak ionic bonds that contribute to the stability of
the protein structure. They form between positively charged amino acids (arginine
or lysine) and negatively charged amino acids (aspartic acid or glutamic acid). Once
the hydrogen atoms have been added to the structure and their strength has been
calculated based on their geometric properties, the hydrogen bonds and salt bridges
are normalised and ranked according to their energetic strength from weakest to
strongest. From now on we would refer to both hydrogen bonds and salt bridges as
hydrogen bonds only. This ranking occurs within the program First.
2.4 Floppy inclusions and rigidity substructure topog-
raphy
First implements the \pebble game", an integer algorithm for rigidity analysis
which matches degrees of freedom against constraints to rapidly predict protein
exible regions. By using a protein crystallographic structure as an input le ob-
tained for example from the PDB, First is able to identify the network of bonds [17]
between amino acids, describe them by their degrees of freedom and orientation and
classify the bonds in order of bond strength. Once this process is completed, First
is able to identify rigid and exible regions of a given protein structure by identi-
fying the overconstrained and underconstrained regions using a exibility index as
dened in [17]. This approach is straightforward to implement and can be combined
with other numerical simulation techniques. There have been a variety of studies
applying rigidity analysis using First to study phenomena such as virus capsid
assembly [43] and \folding core" determination by simulating thermal denaturation
[44] or structural properties of HIV-1 protease predictions [17].
The covalent bonding between atoms is of course included, as are hydropho-
bic interactions between adjacent hydrophobic side-chains. Hydrogen bonds are
identied based on donor-hydrogen acceptor geometry; the \salt bridge" interaction
between adjacent, oppositely charged ionic groups are also so identied. Non spe-
cic long range forces (such as general electrostatic and dispersion interactions) are
not counted as constraints. This hierarchy and selection of constraints is discussed
in detail in the literature on First [17].
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Figure 2.1: Dependence of hydrogen bond energy E in First on the donor-acceptor
distance. The shaded region indicates how an distance variation of 0:1A can lead
to a variation in the bond energy of more than 1 kcal/mol.
The energy of each potential hydrogen bond in the processed structure is
calculated in First using the Mayo potential [45]; the distance-dependent part of
this potential is shown in Figure 2.1. For the dilution, First performs an initial
rigidity analysis including all the bonds with energies of 0 kcal/mol or lower; bonds
are then removed in order of strength, gradually reducing, or \diluting", the rigidity
of the structure.
2.5 Rigid cluster decomposition graphs
RCD graphs show the process of assessing rigidity distribution after removal of
each single hydrogen bonds, which is done one by one in ascending order of bond
energetic strength. In the RCD graphs the bond energy is dened in negative terms,
so although the absolute bond energy strength increases as the bonds are removed
from the weakest to the strongest, the energy scales in the RCD graphs go from zero
to negative values to account for the attractive nature of the bonding force. The
rigidity dilution pattern tell us about how rigidity is distributed across the three
dimensional structure and how the hydrogen network strength evolves as we deepen
into removing the stronger bonds. This gives a good idea of which areas are rigid
but also of how rigidity loss falls as a function of energy. This capability of First
also allow us to compare rigidity of molecules at any given cuto value.
Once the First analysis is nished the results obtained can be plotted ei-
ther in a RCD graph as shown in Figure 2.2, or into a three dimensional protein
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structure representation as shown in Figure 2.3. The RCD graph is a bar graph
(indicating the protein sequence) that allows us to visualise at a glance how rigidity
is distributed across the protein sequence and how the rigid clusters evolve as more
energetic hydrogen bonds are removed. The horizontal axis in Figure 2.2 represents
the protein's linear primary structure. Flexible areas of the polypeptide sequence
are shown as horizontal thin black lines while areas lying within a rigid cluster are
shown as thicker coloured blocks. Colour is used to dierentiate which residues
belong to which rigid cluster. The three-dimensional protein fold makes it possible
for residues that are widely separated along the backbone to be spatially adjacent
and form a single rigid cluster. The vertical axis on the dilution plot represents
the dilution of constraints by progressively lowering the cuto energy for inclusion
of hydrogen bonds in the constraint network. Each time the rigid cluster analysis
of the mainchain -carbon atoms changes as a result of the dilution, a new line is
drawn on the plot, labelled with the energy cuto and with the network mean coor-
dination for the protein at that stage. It should be stressed that the RCD is always
performed over the entire protein structure (mainchain and sidechain atoms) and a
dilution is performed for every hydrogen bond removed from the set of constraints,
typically several hundred bonds for a small globular protein.
The three dimensional representation of the rigidity distribution allows direct
visualisation of the rigid clusters as they appear in the protein structure providing
information on how neighbouring sites may work together by having similar rigidity.
The comparison of the three dimensional structures allows for clear visualisation of
how the changes in rigidity aect the mobility of the structure and it makes it easier
to assess the biological signicance of such changes.
As a natural place to investigate the rigidity and mobility behaviour of pro-
teins has been suggested to be around room temperature by Jacobs et al.[17]. The
correspondent equivalent to room temperature of 25 is equivalent to  0:6kcal=mol,
which is equivalent to 1KT (where K is the Boltzmann constant and T is the tem-
perature).
2.6 Structural comparison by RMSD
When dealing with slightly varying crystal structures of the same protein, the struc-
tural variation is quantied by aligning the -carbon atoms of two structures and
obtaining the root-mean-square deviation between -carbon positions, where dii is
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the distance between the -carbon atoms of residue i in the aligned structures.
d =
vuut 1
NC
NCX
i=1
d2ii (2.2)
2.7 Normal modes of motion
There are several implementations of the elastic network models available. For the
purpose of the work here presented I use the elastic network modelling implemented
by the program Elnemo.
The initial input required by Elnemo is the spatial location of the -carbons
which I obtained from the pdb structure. Elnemo has two main modules, the
rst one named pdbmat generates the matrix of the network of bonds and the
second module, diagstd diagonalises the matrix and provides the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors that dene the normal modes of motion. Finally I split the eigenvectors
into individual modes and chose the number of modes I want to investigate so that
Froda can use them as an input to bias the motion of the protein structure.
Since the lowest-frequency modes are expected to have the largest amplitudes
and thus be most signicant for large conformational changes I focus on the rst fth
modes only. It is worth noting, however, that the very six lowest-frequency modes
(modes 1 to 6) are trivial combinations of rigid-body translations and rotations of
the entire protein. Hence, I refer to the lowest frequency mode as mode m7 from
hereof.
For the purpose of the simulations presented in this thesis I use the following
Froda options. The software First requires of the Froda option (-FRODA) to
run the geometric simulation feature. For each simulation a list of hydrogen bonds
(-hbin) and hydrophobic tethers (-phin) bonds are included as dened by the rigidity
analysis in First. It is also possible to dene the number of conformers that we want
to explore (-totconf), the frequency at which a conformer will be reported (-freq), e.g.
for an option "-freq 100" the software will record every hundred conformer obtained
from the total number of conformers calculated, dene the number of iterations that
the system will try to t the rigid clusters at each simulation step (-maxt), dene
that the directed motion is done for the direction of motion given by a normal mode
(-modei), dene the distance the atoms are projected at for a directed (-dstep) and
random (-step) direction of motion.
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2.8 Obtaining new conformers with Froda
The Froda method considers two types of mobile entities during the simulation
process: atoms with three degrees of freedom and rigid \ghost templates" with six
(rigid-body) degrees of freedom. The exploration of the conformational space is
done following a series of two cyclical steps: (a) a random or guided perturbation is
applied to all atoms and (b) the enforcement of constraints.
During the perturbation step each atom is displaced by a small perturbation,
which can be random, guided (e.g. as dened by an eigenvector obtained from
normal mode analysis) or a combination of both. The magnitude of the random
motion is set to 0:1A and the guided motion is set to 0:01A during the simulations
here presented. After the perturbation the atoms violate the network constraints as
they no longer maintain the relationships with each other. Therefore, an iterative
procedure is put into action to enforce these constraints. There are two steps in the
procedure, rst an iterative enforcement procedure and second a constraint tting
procedure to avoid steric overlap and maintain hydrophobic contact. First, the
enforcement procedure is as follows: (a) Each ghost template is displaced to the
location that minimises the sum of square distances between the physical atoms
and the ghost atoms, (b) then the position of each physical atom is updated to the
mean position of the ghost atoms they belong to. The iterative process of tting or
re-tting ghost templates (again to minimise the sum of square distance between the
ghost atoms) to the new positions of the atoms, and again the atoms are updated
to the new positions of the ghost atoms. This iterative process continues until each
single atom coincides with its corresponding ghost atom within some threshold,
typically 0:125A. When the minimum distance threshold between physical and ghost
atoms is satised a new conformer is generated. Second, in order to prevent atom
overlap and hydrophobic contact the iterative procedure is modied. The procedure
to handle the minimum distance constraints that avoid overlap of non-bonded atoms
starts by searching for any pairs of non-bonded atoms which relative positions are
closer than the contact distance value determined by summing radii values for the
atoms. This is done before the atoms are moved to the mean position of their ghost
atoms. Likewise, the hydrophobic contact pairs are checked for any pairs that are
farther apart than an allowed maximum distance. Hence, the distance violations,
e.g. non-bonded atomic radii values and hydrophobic contact pairs, are addressed by
displacing each atom a distance equal to the sum of the following vectors: (a) a vector
that would displace the atom to the mean position of its ghost atom, (b) a vector that
would displace the atom most directly away from an overlapping neighbour by half
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of the overlapping inter-atomic distance. This applies for each overlapping atoms,
i.e. if a given atom overlaps with multiple neighbouring atoms the displacement is
added for each overlap, (c) a vector that would displace an atom directly towards a
hydrophobic partner by half of the violated hydrophobic distance, again if an atom
violates more than one hydrophobic contact there will be a displacement added for
each case. The aim of these displacement movements is to avoid steric overlap and
maintain hydrophobic contact by moving the 'conictive' atoms towards and away
from the atoms which are too close or too far and hence facilitate that the network
converges to a conformer that is stereochemically acceptable.
The procedure to enforce constraints continues until three constraints are
met; rst, the 0:125A tolerance distance between atoms and ghost atoms is re-
spected; second, the distance between any two non-bonded atoms is greater than
85% of their Van der Walls radii; and third, the distance between hydrophobic atoms
does not exceed the 0:125A maximum distance.
2.9 Limitations and problems with Froda
Despite providing a signicant improvement compared to ROCK in terms of speed
of exploring the conformational space and ensuring stereochemical constraints, sev-
eral aspects of Froda could be improved. Firstly, a fairly common occurrence
during Froda simulations is a sudden abort of the simulation after the tting pro-
cedure repeatedly failed to satisfy constraints. Although it is dicult to exactly di-
agnose, the enforcement of constraints within the iterative procedure, which moves
the constraint violating atoms half the distance of the violated space, seems the
best candidate to account for the sudden jamming. The enforcement of constraints
procedure does not ensure that the number of constraint violations are reduced at
each step. For example, atoms in a crowded environment could face multiple over-
laps at the same time or a group of overlapping atoms could simultaneously provoke
alternate corrective distances that provoke recursively new violation of constraints.
This could lead to the atoms being bounced back and forth from overlap to overlap,
which could explain the limitations of the software in terms of how the jamming
eects occur.
Another issue that is worth noting in Froda is related to the rigid cluster
templates that it incorporates from First. The hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic
contacts are considered as rigid within the rigid clusters but also are maintained
rigid as the protein moves along the normal mode. Therefore, keeping the bonds
distance and orientation x, and unable to rotate so that the residues within the rigid
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clusters are prevented from readjusting limits the motion of the protein articially.
Hence, a large scale motion may be inhibited or even blocked out if the geometries
of the hydrogen and hydrophobic bonds are not allowed to re-arrange.
Besides the articially imposed limitations in residue rearrangements, the
use of rigid clusters to coarse grain protein motion could limit protein motion in
other ways when used with Froda. For example, higher cuto energies implies
bigger rigid clusters and therefore less atoms that are \free" to participate in the
iterative process of tting atoms to ghosts. Hence increasing the chances of Froda
being unable to generate an acceptable conformer. Likewise, when the structure
has moved a given distance, the above mention eects would also manifest as the
spatial disposition of the rigid clusters increasingly varies from the original one.
Hence increasingly limiting the probabilities for Froda nding new conformers.
As the protein moves, the number of \free" atoms that reach near the constraint
limits increases and therefore the diculties for Froda generating an acceptable
conformer also increase.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Dilution plot for horse Cytochrome-c from the 1HRC structure.
Flexible regions of the polypeptide chain appear as black thin lines, whereas rigid
portions appear as coloured along the protein chain with -carbon labelled from 1 to
105. The rst column on the left indicates the energy (E) of the bond that is removed
to generate the new rigidity distribution. A given bond energy is named as energy
cut (Ecut) to identify a cuto which denes the protein rigidity distribution. The
second column on the left indicates the mean number hri of bonded neighbours per
atom as the energy cuto Ecut (kcal/mol) changes. When Ecut decreases (left-most
column), rigid clusters break up and more of the chain becomes exible. Colour
coding shows which atoms belong to which rigid cluster.
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Figure 2.3: (b,c,d and e) Rigidity distribution for horse Cytochrome-c from the
1HRC structure in 3D. These gures represent in grey the exible regions and in
colour the largest rigid regions for the native state at energy cutos (b) Ecut = 0:000
kcal/mol, (c) Ecut = 1:007 kcal/mol, (d) Ecut = 2:073 kcal/mol and (e) Ecut = 3:082
kcal/mol, respectively. For each gure, the colour coding correlates with the colour
coding given in (a). The arrows in (c) and (d) indicate two smaller rigid clusters
shown in \stick" representation for clarity. The heme group is shown in \stick"
representation (yellow).
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Chapter 3
Rigidity analysis of protein
families
This chapter presents a comparative study in which \pebble game" rigidity analysis
is applied to multiple protein crystal structures, for each of six dierent protein
families. The results show that the main chain rigidity of a protein structure at a
given hydrogen-bond energy cuto (Ecut) is quite sensitive to small structural vari-
ations, and conclude that the hydrogen bond constraints in rigidity analysis should
be chosen so as to form and test specic hypotheses about the rigidity of a particular
protein. Our comparative approach highlights two dierent characteristic patterns
(\sudden" and \gradual") for protein rigidity loss as constraints are removed, in
agreement with recent results on the rigidity transitions of glassy networks.
3.1 Introduction
The primary motivation for this chapter is to explicitly compare the results of rigid-
ity analysis on groups of very similar crystal structures and particularly concentrates
on six proteins (Cytochrome-c, Hemoglobin, Myoglobin, -lactalbumin, Trypsin and
HIV-1 protease). For each protein structure I observe the pattern of rigidity loss
during the progressive removal of hydrogen bonds, or RCD plot [46, 44]. The main-
chain rigidity is dened as a measure of the rigidity of the protein backbone in order
to describe the rigidity loss during dilution. On the basis of this study I comment
on the selection of Ecut values and the interpretation of rigidity analyses.
The second motivation for this chapter is to observe the pattern of rigidity
loss during dilution. Previous studies on protein folding [46] have drawn compar-
isons between the folding transition of proteins and the rigidity transition of glassy
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networks. A recent study [47] found that the rigidity transition in glasses could
display either rst-order or second-order behaviour depending on the character of
the constraint network. In the rst case, a small change in the constraints causes
a sudden transition from an entirely oppy state to one in which the entire sys-
tem becomes rigid. In the second, rigidity develops in a percolating rigid cluster
which initially involves only a small proportion of the network and then gradually
increases in size as more constraints are introduced. Our data on rigidity dilution
shows that both types of transition are possible in proteins, with four of our proteins
typically displaying \gradual" rigidity change and two (trypsin and HIV-1 protease)
displaying \sudden" rigidity change [48].
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Protein selection
The sets of proteins are chosen from the PDB [42] to obtain crystal structures
for our comparison, as summarised in Table 3.1, and especially proteins that fall
into two categories (i) examples of the same protein from dierent organisms, e.g.
Cytochrome-c proteins from multiple dierent eukaryotic mitochondria, and (ii)
protein structures obtained under dierent conditions of crystallisation, e.g. in
complex with dierent ligands, proteins or substrates.
Rigidity analysis is best carried out on crystal structures with high resolution,
therefore the X-ray crystal structures selected from the PDB have a resolution better
than 2:5A. A single protein chain was extracted from each PDB crystal structure
and all water molecules were eliminated. Since the hydrogen atoms are absent from
X-ray crystal structures they were added using the Reduce software [40] which
also performs necessary ipping of side chains. After the addition of hydrogens the
atoms were renumbered using PyMOL to produce les usable as input to First
[17]. Only in the case of HIV protease I analysed the homo-dimer unit since it is
the functional unit.
3.2.2 Mainchain rigidity loss during dilution
Dilution plots of very similar protein structures can be compared directly. This
form of comparison, however, becomes unwieldy when comparing large numbers
of structures, and can obscure dierences in the hydrogen-bond energy scale. For
glassy networks [47] the overall degree of rigidity of the structure was measured by
the number of atoms in the largest spanning rigid cluster in a network with peri-
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Table 3.1: List of proteins, organism of origin, PDB codes and gures they appear.
Protein Organism PDB ID Figure Comments
Cytochrome-c Horse 1HRC 3.4 uncomplexed
1WEJ complexed with antibody E8
1U75 complexed with peroxidase
1CRC at low ionic strength
Cytochrome-c Tuna 5CYT 3.4 ferriCytochrome
1I54 2FE:1ZN mixed-metal porphyrins
1I55 2ZN:1FE mixed-metal porphyrins
1LFM Cobalt(III)-subsituted
Cytochrome-c Rice 1CCR 3.5a
Bonito 1CYC
Bacteria 1A7V
Tuna 1I55
Yeast 1YCC
2YCC
Myoglobin Horse 1DWR 3.5b
Whale 1HJT
Turtle 1LHS
-lactalbumin Baboon 1ALC 3.5c
Human 1HML
Goat 1HFY
Human 1A4V
Guinea pig 1HFX
Cattle 1F6R
Hemoglobin Human 1A3N 3.5d deoxy
( chain) 2DN1 oxy
2DN2 deoxy
2DN3 carbonmonoxy
Goose 1A4F
Rice 1D8U
Bacteria 1DLW
Alga 1DLY
Cattle 1G09
Worm 1KR7
Clam 1MOH
HIV-1 Protease Virus 1HTG 3.5e homodimers with inhibitors bound
4HVP
7HVP
8HVP
9HVP
Trypsin Salmon 1A0J 3.5f
Cattle 1AQ7
1AUJ
Pig 1AVW
Pig 1AVX
Cattle 1AZ8
Rat 1BRA
1BRB
1BRC
Cattle 1BTH
Salmon 1BZX
Human 1H4W
1HPT
Cattle 1K1I
1K1J
1K1M
1K1N
1K10
1K1P
Pig 1LDT
Human 1TRN
2RA3
Rat 3TGI
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Figure 3.1: (a) The number nN of -carbon atoms contained within rigid clusters
(RC) N = 1; : : : ; 5 and 10 of the 1HRC structure. Smaller, higher-numbered clusters
do not contain more than one -carbon. (b) The fraction f of the protein's -carbon
atoms contained within clusters 1 to N . The line corresponding to the N = 5 data
has been shaded to show that the inclusion of rigid clusters 1 through 5 captures
the large-scale rigidity of the protein.
odic boundary conditions. We therefore extract from the dilution plots a quantity
measuring the overall degree of rigidity of the structure, and plot it as a function of
the hydrogen-bond energy. Since the protein is not a periodic structure, its overall
rigidity is measured by considering how many of its residues are included in large
rigid clusters.
For protein structures, we rst extract the number nN (E) of -carbon be-
longing to each of the rst N largest rigid clusters. Then nN (E) is normalized as
a fraction of the total number NC of -carbon. This allows us to compare the
rigidity between dierent proteins.
So the measure of overall rigidity fN (E) dened in Eq. 3.1, is the fraction of
atoms that are found in the N largest rigid clusters, essentially, those that appear
within large blocks in the dilution plot.
fN (E) = nN (E)=NC (3.1)
Figure 3.1a shows the number nN of -carbon contained within the larger N
rigid clusters of the horse Cytochrome-c structure 1HRC, for which the total number
of -carbon atoms equals NC = 105. It is clear that only the rst few rigid clusters
(numbered 1{5) contain more than one -carbon while higher-numbered clusters do
not contain more than one C and do not represent two or more residues forming
a single rigid unit. Typically single residues containing one -carbon exist as rigid
clusters when enough hydrogen bonds have been removed from the system. This
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FromnTo: 1HRC 1CRC 1WEJ
1CRC 0.32 | |
1WEJ 0.318 0.321 |
1U75 0.472 0.53 0.572
Table 3.2: RMSD variations for the -carbon positions among four horse
Cytochrome-c structures (A) showing the similarity of the structures.
happens for example with proline due to its cyclic structure. Figure 3.1b shows the
fraction fN of -carbon contained in the rst N cluster, dened as in Eq. 3.2, for
those -carbon lying within rigid clusters N = 1 to 5 and also 10.
fN (E) =
1
N C
NX
1
nN (E) (3.2)
The inclusion of the rst ve rigid clusters captures the large-scale rigidity
of the protein; the dierence between N = 5 and N = 10 is minimal. Therefore the
use of the N = 5 measure, f5(E), to quantify protein rigidity is justied and will be
referred to as mainchain rigidity.
It is worth noting the "stepped" appearance of our graphs. This is because
a given pattern of rigidity persists as the Ecut is lowered until at a specic value it
changes and a certain amount of rigidity is lost.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Rigidity variation of proteins crystalised under dierent con-
ditions: Cytochrome-C
The dilution plots for four mitochondrial Cytochrome-c structures obtained from
horse crystallised under dierent conditions are shown in Figure 3.2 and the crys-
tallisation conditions are detailed in Table 3.1. The structural variations between
these four structures are relatively small, the largest being 0:572A between 1U75
and 1WEJ, see Table 3.2. The patterns of rigidity loss in Figure 3.2 appear quite
similar on rst inspection. The central portion of the protein sequence breaks up
into smaller clusters and then becomes entirely exible, while the rigidity of the two
ends of the sequence, around residues 5{15 and 90{100, persists longer; due to this
persistence, these portions (-helical in secondary structure) were identied in [44]
as being the folding core of Cytochrome-c, in agreement with experimental evidence.
On closer inspection, however, the dierences between the rigidity distribu-
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E <r>
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10
0
  0.000
  0.000   2.490
 -0.013   2.475
 -0.021   2.474
 -0.092   2.458
 -0.125   2.453
 -0.758   2.430
 -0.859   2.429
 -1.007   2.428
 -1.054   2.427
 -1.165   2.425
 -1.269   2.424
 -1.308   2.424
 -2.073   2.418
 -2.118   2.417
 -2.214   2.415
 -2.503   2.412
 -2.868   2.409
 -3.082   2.407
 -3.123   2.406
 -3.245   2.404
 -4.048   2.394
 -4.259   2.393
E <r>
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10
0
  0.000
  0.008   2.482
 -0.017   2.474
 -0.078   2.452
 -0.154   2.444
 -0.475   2.430
 -0.540   2.429
 -0.640   2.429
 -0.844   2.428
 -1.208   2.424
 -1.256   2.422
 -1.406   2.419
 -2.175   2.416
 -2.508   2.415
 -2.555   2.414
 -2.869   2.411
 -3.069   2.407
 -3.591   2.401
 -3.626   2.400
 -3.731   2.399
 -3.906   2.398
 -4.102   2.396
(a) 1HRC: uncomplexed (b) 1WEJ: antibody complex
E <r>
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10
0
  0.000
  0.006   2.453
  0.008   2.452
 -0.029   2.441
 -0.048   2.439
 -0.077   2.435
 -0.080   2.434
 -0.088   2.433
 -0.093   2.431
 -0.104   2.429
 -0.115   2.429
 -0.116   2.428
 -0.137   2.425
 -0.163   2.425
 -0.201   2.422
 -0.352   2.420
 -0.381   2.419
 -0.405   2.417
 -0.425   2.415
 -0.570   2.413
 -0.889   2.410
 -0.952   2.409
 -1.047   2.405
 -1.081   2.404
 -1.419   2.397
 -1.627   2.394
 -1.822   2.391
 -2.030   2.390
 -2.114   2.389
E <r>
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10
0
  0.000
 -0.020   2.478
 -0.254   2.458
 -0.344   2.454
 -0.363   2.453
 -0.464   2.449
 -0.481   2.447
 -0.573   2.447
 -0.853   2.444
 -1.058   2.442
 -1.061   2.441
 -1.274   2.440
 -1.305   2.438
 -1.384   2.434
 -1.942   2.429
 -1.999   2.428
 -2.113   2.427
 -3.411   2.418
(c) 1U75: peroxidase complex (d) 1CRC: low ionic strength
Figure 3.2: Dilution plots for four crystal structure of horse Cytochrome-c. The
four structures are very similar to each other (see text) and display similar patterns
of rigidity loss. The central portion of the protein sequence breaks up into smaller
clusters (e.g. close to E =  1 kcal/mol for 1HRC and E =  0:7 kcal/mol for
1WEJ) and then becomes entirely exible, while the rigidity of the two ends of the
sequence, around residues 5   15 and 90   105, persists longer; these portions are
-helical in secondary structure.
tion of the four structures are clear. For example, in structures 1HRC and 1WEJ, the
terminal -helical sequences remain rigid down to Ecut values below  3 kcal/mol,
while in 1CRC and 1U75 these sequences are already largely exible at a Ecut value
of  2 kcal/mol.
To illustrate this point I plot the main-chain rigidity for these four proteins
as a function of Ecut during dilution in Figure 3.4a. The dierence in energy scale
of the rigidity loss is now clearly visible. It is worth noting that in the energy
range around  0:1 to  0:6 kcal/mol, two of the structures retain mainchain rigidity
(f5 > 0:9) while the other two have already dropped to f5 < 0:5. This means that
there is a change in the number of -carbons belonging to rigid clusters and in the
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E <r>
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10
0
  0.000
 -0.017   2.484
 -0.970   2.435
 -1.021   2.435
 -1.191   2.433
 -1.446   2.430
 -1.449   2.429
 -1.619   2.428
 -1.633   2.427
 -1.669   2.427
 -2.867   2.421
 -3.298   2.418
 -3.337   2.417
 -3.604   2.414
 -3.672   2.412
 -3.802   2.410
 -3.828   2.409
 -3.874   2.409
 -4.508   2.404
E <r>
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10
0
  0.000
 -0.020   2.497
 -0.344   2.465
 -1.105   2.454
 -1.177   2.453
 -1.282   2.451
 -2.116   2.446
 -2.172   2.443
 -2.227   2.443
 -2.282   2.442
 -2.342   2.440
 -2.546   2.438
 -2.881   2.437
 -2.986   2.434
 -3.465   2.428
(a) 5CYT: normal ferriCytochrome (b) 1I55: crystallised from 2Zn:1Fe mix
E <r>
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10
0
  0.000
 -0.015   2.501
 -0.163   2.474
 -0.259   2.467
 -0.296   2.465
 -0.938   2.457
 -1.785   2.449
 -1.958   2.446
 -2.012   2.445
 -2.052   2.444
 -2.192   2.443
 -2.283   2.441
 -2.427   2.440
 -2.988   2.438
 -3.005   2.438
 -3.133   2.436
 -3.315   2.434
 -3.337   2.434
 -3.623   2.430
 -3.778   2.429
 -4.163   2.428
 -4.247   2.427
E <r>
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10
0
  0.000
  0.004   2.494
  0.005   2.492
 -0.923   2.435
 -0.975   2.434
 -1.201   2.430
 -1.212   2.429
 -1.441   2.429
 -1.792   2.426
 -1.976   2.425
 -1.991   2.425
 -2.239   2.423
 -3.121   2.416
 -3.140   2.416
 -3.182   2.415
 -3.401   2.412
 -3.674   2.409
 -3.980   2.408
 -4.119   2.407
 -4.247   2.405
 -4.419   2.401
(c) 1I54: crystallised from 1Zn:2Fe mix (d) 1LFM: with Co replacing Fe
Figure 3.3: Rigidity dilutions for four forms of tuna Cytochrome-c crystallised with
dierent metal ion content in the heme groups. (a) normal Fe, (b) from a mixture
with 2Zn:1Fe, (c) from a mixture with 2Fe:1Zn, (d) with Co.
Ecut, which indicates that the network of bonds has also changed so that there is a
new distribution of rigid and exible regions that can limit or dene new dynamical
properties of the protein.
3.3.2 Eects of metal binding in protein rigidity
I now consider the rigid cluster decomposition graphs in Figure 3.4 of the mitochon-
drial Cytochrome-c structures (from tuna) which dier only in their heme-group
metal content and are structurally very similar, see RMSD values in Table 3.3. The
FromnTo: 5CYT 1I55 1I54
1I55 0.27 | |
1I54 0.2668 0.041 |
1LFM 0.286 0.116 0.087
Table 3.3: RMSD (A) deviation for -carbon positions among four tuna
Cytochrome-c structures, showing the similarity of the structures.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Mainchain rigidity as a function of hydrogen bond Ecut during di-
lution for four horse mitochondrial Cytochrome-c structures. Note that for Ecut
values in the region of  0:5 kcal/mol, structure 1HRC and 1WEJ are almost com-
pletely rigid while structures 1U75 and 1CRC are less than 50% rigid. (b) Mainchain
rigidity for four tuna Cytochrome-c structures. Note the considerable dierences in
behaviour between, for example, 5CYT and 1I55 in the  1 to  2 kcal/mol energy
range, even though the structures dier from each other only slightly.
tuna dilution plots have similar shapes for the structures crystalised with dierent
metals bound into the heme group.
There are also dierences, in particular, in structure 1I54 the -helical region
at residues 60{70 remains rigid to lower Ecut values then that at residues 90{100,
which would disagree with the \folding core" prediction of reference [44]. The main-
chain rigidity as a function of Ecut graph shows the dierences in the energy scales
at which rigidity is lost, (Figure 3.4b). The greatest discrepancy appears in the
energy range from  1 to  2 kcal/mol; here the 5CYT structure has f5 ' 0:4 while
1I55 has f5 ' 0:9, although the structures dier by less than d = 0:3A in -carbon
RMSD.
3.3.3 Patterns of rigidity loss
Having established that the First Ecut is eective in separating stronger from
weaker hydrogen-bond constraints, it seems sensible to step back and consider what
may be said about the pattern of rigidity loss during dilution. Figure 3.5 shows the
patterns of rigidity loss for six dierent families of proteins as listed in Table 3.1.
There are two classes, those proteins displaying a gradual pattern of rigidity loss
(Figure 3.5a,b,c,d for proteins (a) Cytochrome-c, (b) myoglobin, (c) lactalbumin,
and (d) hemoglobin); and those displaying a sudden loss of rigidity (Figures 3.5e,f,g
for proteins (e) HIV-1 protease and (f) trypsin). For proteins in this second class,
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Figure 3.5: Rigidity dilutions for dierent families of proteins: Cytochrome-c, myo-
globin, -lactalbumin, hemoglobin, HIV-1 protease and trypsin. Hence, proteins
can display either a \gradual" (a{d) or a \sudden" (e{f) pattern of rigidity loss.
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all the 25 structures that are examined in this study display sudden loss of main-
chain rigidity. As a given bond is removed the mainchain rigidity drops signicantly
and in most cases it becomes almost entirely exible once the Ecut is reduced below
 2 kcal/mol. This indicates that the rigidity of clusters in these proteins is due to
weaker hydrogen bonds.
The rigidity distribution of proteins that display a gradual pattern of rigidity
loss indicates that there is a continuum range of bond strength across the protein
structure. The 'smooth' rigidity transition is well illustrated by the rigidity dilution
of Myoglobin in Figure 3.5b, where the removal of a single bonds only provoke small
losses of rigidity compared with proteins of the second class.
Comparison of these six protein families thus leads us to the conclusion that
protein structures, like glassy networks, can display two distinct patterns of rigidity
loss depending on the diversity of their constraint networks. There are two families
of proteins, HIV protease and trypsin, whose members display rapid loss of rigidity
as weaker hydrogen bonds are eliminated. In contrast, four other families of proteins
display a gradual loss of rigidity indicating a gradual hierarchy of hydrogen-bond
strengths that constraint and maintain protein rigidity.
Next, I review in more detail the rigidity dilution pattern of one protein for
each of the above mention classes.
3.3.4 Cuto values in previous studies using First
Hespenheide et al. [44] identied the protein folding core with \the set of secondary
structure that remain rigid the longest in the simulated denaturation", without
regard to the exact values of the Ecut at which rigidity is lost. In considering the
rigidity of virus capsid protein complexes, Hespenheide et al. [43] make use of a Ecut
of  0:35 kcal/mol, a value chosen so that capsid protein dimers would be exible
while the inner ring of proteins in a pentamer of dimers would be rigid, and draw
conclusions about the rigidity of other multimeric complexes. Meanwhile, Hemberg
et al. [49] use a dierent Ecut of  0:7 kcal/mol in a study on the dynamics of capsid
assembly.
Jacobs et al.[17] indicated that that Ecut should be at least  0:1 kcal/mol
in order to eliminate a large number of very weak hydrogen bonds in the range
Ecut = 0:0 to  0:1 kcal/mol and that a natural choice of the Ecut near the \room
temperature" is located around Ecut '  0:6 kcal/mol.
The Froda geometric simulation algorithm [30] makes use of the RCD
generated by First as a coarse-graining. Simulations of protein mobility using
First/Froda have tended to use Ecut values that are systematically lower than in
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applications of First alone; typically  1:0 kcal/mol or lower [30, 50, 51, 52, 53], as
Ecut values closer to zero seem to include too many constraints to allow large-scale
motion to occur. In a paper on the combination of rigidity analysis and elastic net-
work modelling, Gohlke et al. [39] discuss RCDs of two protein crystal structures
but do not specify a Ecut value, though the Froda mobility simulations given in
Figure 3a of that paper were performed using a Ecut of  1:5 kcal/mol and give an
excellent match to experimental data from NMR ensembles.
In this chapter I have shown that structural variations can alter the ridigity
dilution patterns and Ecut signicantly and that therefore it is advisable that the
choice of the Ecut is done on a case by case basis.
3.3.5 Secondary structure motifs and rigidity distribution
It was previously noted in section 3.3.1 that the portions of the crystal structure that
retain rigidity longest during dilution are generally -helical. The HIV-1 protease
and trypsin structures consist almost entirely of -sheet structure, in contrast to the
other four families in our study all of which have mostly  structure. This dierence
of pattern in rigidity loss between mostly -helical and mostly -sheet structures
has not, it seems, been explicitly remarked on in the First literature.
A third possible pattern would be a sudden loss of rigidity mediated by
stronger hydrogen bonds, i.e. persistence of near-complete mainchain rigidity down
to much lower Ecut values, but this behaviour is not observed among the sample of
proteins selected.
3.4 Conclusions
The rst motivation in analysing and comparing the rigidity analysis of protein
families crystallised under dierent conditions was to determine the robustness of
the rigidity distribution and of the Ecut against relatively small structural variations.
There is a considerable variation in the RCDs and Ecut values of structurally similar
proteins, i.e. with similar RMSD values, see Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Figure 3.4, for
example, shows that among a group of Cytochrome-c structures drawn from similar
eukaryotic mitochondria, Ecut in the range from 0:0 to  2:0 kcal/mol (such as have
typically been used for First/Froda simulations of exible motion [30, 50, 51, 52])
can produce a wide range of degrees of main-chain exibility. Dierent crystallisation
conditions promote new bonds to the structure and/or change bond strength to form
a network of bonds that can have unique characteristics. Therefore the RCD and
energy Ecut values in each case could be very dierent. On this point it is possible to
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conclude that the results of rigidity analysis on individual crystal structures should
not be over-interpreted as being \the" RCD for a protein. Hence, while First
successfully divides weaker from stronger bonds, it is not possible to identify a unique
value of the hydrogen bond Ecut which can be applied to all protein structures to
give meaningful results. Rather, each protein structure should rst be subjected to
rigidity dilution to produce a dilution plot; a suitable value of the Ecut can then be
chosen to test a specic hypothesis about the rigidity and exibility of the protein.
The second motivation was to obtain an insight into the similarities between
the patterns of rigidity loss during hydrogen-bond dilution of proteins. The results
show that proteins can display either gradual (second-order-like) or sudden (rst-
order-like) patterns of rigidity loss during dilution. Sudden rigidity loss is found
in two proteases, eukaryotic trypsin and viral HIV-1 protease. Both consist largely
of -sheet secondary structure with little -helical content compared to the other
proteins in our set, which may account for their dierent rigidity behaviour. The
results reveal that the two distinct patterns of rigidity transition recently identied
in glassy networks [47] are also seen in proteins.
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Chapter 4
Rapid simulation of protein
motion: merging exibility,
rigidity and normal mode
analyses
In this chapter I report the results of systematically investigating protein motion.
A set of 6 proteins covering a range of sizes and structural characteristics are se-
lected and using the HCG I determine their conformational motions and characterise
their motion in terms of three measures, dot product, RMSD and extended RMSD.
Hereby, I systematically explore the consistency of the trajectories, the amplitude
and type of motion for a set of structurally very dierent proteins. The results show
that it is possible to characterise protein structural mobility and that some measures
are more suited to dened such motion.
4.1 Introduction
It is a common goal in biophysics to represent the exibility of a protein and study
its large-scale motion without incurring the full computational cost of MD simu-
lations. Dierent levels of simplication can be combined in multi-scale methods
[54, 55]. Here, we shall consider three such methods in particular: (a) The pebble-
game rigidity analysis implemented in First [17] which provides valuable informa-
tion on the distribution of rigid and exible regions in a structure [48]; (b) NMA
[8, 22, 18, 10] of a coarse-grained elastic network model (ENM), implemented in
ElNemo [25, 36], generates eigenvectors for low-frequency motion which are po-
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ElNemo
FIRST
FRODAStructure
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the geometric simulation method. The input (at left) is
an all-atom protein structure. Normal mode analysis (above) models the protein
with a one-site-per-residue coarse graining and a simple spring model to produce
an eigenvector for low-frequency motion. Rigidity analysis (below) identies non-
covalent interactions in an all-atom model of the protein and divides the protein into
rigid clusters and exible linkers. Geometric simulation (right) integrates normal-
mode and rigidity information to explore the exible motion of the protein.
tential sources of functional motion and conformational change [26, 27, 28, 29, 56];
(c) geometric simulation in the Froda algorithm [30] uses rigidity information and
explores exible motion [50, 51].
The information from the rigidity analysis is used to coarse grain the struc-
ture and create pseudounits for the most rigid clusters. The eigenvectors from the
NMA are used to bias the motion of the structure. These data is used by Froda to
generate new conformers that move along the chosen normal mode while maintain-
ing rational bonding and sterics. The method is outlined schematically in Figure
4.1.
The method is tested with a set of six proteins of various sizes, from 58 to
1605 residues. The results show that it is possible to explore protein motion for
large amplitudes in a few CPU-minutes.
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Protein PDB Resolution Residues Ecut (kcal/mol)
BPTI 1BPI 1:1A 58  0:2,  2:2
Cytochrome-c 1HRC 1:9A 105  0:7,  1:2
Kinesin 1RY6 1:6A 360  0:4,  1:1
1-antitrypsin 1QLP 2:0A 394  0:1,  1:1
PDI 2B5E 2:4A 504  0:015,  0:522,  1:412
pLGIC 2VL0 3:3A 1605  0:4,  0:5
Table 4.1: The proteins and specic structures selected for this study. For each
protein, various Ecut values (kcal/mol) were chosen on the basis of rigidity analysis
shown in Figure 4.3. This Table presents those values used in the simulations of
motion that are presented in the main text. Bold values for Ecut have been used to
compute the xRMSD.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Protein selection
Six proteins were selected for analysis that are diverse in function, structural char-
acteristics and size, ranging from 58 to 1605 residues. Each selected protein is a
representative high-resolution structure from the PDB [42]. The proteins and their
PDB codes are listed in Table 4.1 and their structures are shown in Figure 4.2 with
colour coding according to the results of rigidity analysis.
Bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) is a small well-studied protease
inhibitor of 58 amino acids, comprising mainly random-coil structure plus two anti-
parallel -strands and two short -helices; the protein has only a small hydrophobic
core, but is additionally stabilized by 3 intra-chain disulphide bonds [57, 58]. Mam-
malian mitochondrial cytochrome-c is a classic electron-transfer protein containing
a redox-active haem group bound within a primarily -helical protein fold. These
two were selected as contrasting small proteins.
As medium size proteins we selected 1-antitrypsin and the core catalytic
domain of the KinI motor protein kinesin [59]. The former is a protease inhibitor of
the serpin family [60] which operates via a \bait" mechanism comparable to that of
a mouse-trap, involving a very signicant conformational change, whereas the latter
is a mechanochemical device that transduces the chemical energy of ATP hydrolysis
into mechanical work, specically the depolymerisation of microtubules in the case
of this particular kinesin. Both these proteins comprise an extensive -sheet core
anked by several -helices.
Protein disulphide-isomerase (PDI) is a large protein (with more than 500
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.2: Tertiary structure of all six protein structures (a) BPTI (1BPI), (b)
cytochrome-c (1HRC), (c) 1-antitrypsin (1QLP), (d) kinesin (1RY6,) (e) yeast PDI
(2B5E) and (f) pLGIC (2VL0). The structures are given in standard Pymol [41]
format but broken into rigid clusters according to the rigidity analysis (see Figures
4.3 and 4.4) at the specic values of Ecut shown in Table 4.1. Each rigid cluster is
represented in a dierent colour with the largest rigid cluster indicated in blue and
exible regions shown in black.
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residues) comprising 4 distinct domains each with a thioredoxin-like fold, connected
by two short and one longer linker [61]; the protein has both redox and molecular
chaperone activity and intramolecular exibility is essential for its action in facili-
tating oxidative folding of secretory proteins [62, 63]. The largest protein selected
is an integral membrane protein (a bacterial protein of 1605 residues) that operates
as a pentameric ligand-gated ion channel (pLGIC); it comprises an extracellular |
mainly -sheet | domain and a membrane-embedded domain, mainly comprising
-helices which form the lining of the ion-channel; the mechanisms of ion perme-
ation and channel gating are not yet completely understood but it is clear that a
conformational change is required for function [64].
4.2.2 Rigidity analysis and energy cuto selection
Although the rigidity analysis procedure is explained in full detail in chapter 2.1.3,
it is worth mentioning again the basic procedure to understand better how rigidity
analysis links with protein mobility. First, the hydrogen atoms absent from the PDB
X-ray crystal structures are added using the software Reduce [40], the alternate
conformations are removed and the hydrogen atoms are re-numbered in Pymol [41].
This produces usable les for First rigidity analysis. A RCD plot [17] is produced
for each protein like the one presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The plots show the
dependence of the protein rigidity on Ecut, which determines the set of hydrogen
bonds to be included in the rigidity analysis. An example of the tertiary structures
with the residues coloured by the rigid clusters they belong is shown in Figure 4.2.
Previous studies [17] suggested that Ecut should be at least  0:1 kcal/mol in
order to eliminate a large number of very weak hydrogen bonds, and that a natural
choice is near the `room temperature' energy of  0:6 kcal/mol. In a recent publi-
cation, we have further discussed the criteria for a robust selection of Ecut, showed
that this criteria is not sucient to avoid sensitivity to protein-specic structural
variations. We argued that Ecut must be chosen on a case-by-case basis so as to test
specic hypotheses about the rigidity of a particular structure [48].
Several Ecut listed in Table 4.1 are selected to explore exible motion under
dierent bond constraint conditions. A higher Ecut increases the number of con-
straints included in the simulation, and this is expected to restrict protein motion.
We have used in each case at least one Ecut at which the protein is largely rigid (in
the range  0:1 kcal/mol to  0:7 kcal/mol) and at least one lower Ecut at which the
protein is largely exible (in the range  0:5 kcal/mol to  2:2 kcal/mol).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.3: Rigid cluster decomposition graphs for: (a) BPTI (1BPI) (b)
cytochrome-c (1HRC) and (c) 1-antitrypsin (1QLP). The x-axis represents the
protein backbone and the y-axis the energy, Ecut, of the last hydrogen bond, which
after being removed provokes a change in the rigidity distribution. Each line rep-
resents the new rigidity distribution of the polypeptide chain induced by removing
a bond which alters the previous rigidity conguration. The residues belonging to
rigid clusters are coloured | with the biggest rigid cluster coloured in red, whereas
the exible regions are shown as thin black lines. We choose the Ecut's dening the
number of rigidity constraints using the RCD plots.
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(b)
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Figure 4.4: Rigid cluster decomposition graphs for: (a) internal kinesin motor
domain (1RY6) (b) yeast PDI (2B5E) and (c) pLGIC (2VL0). The x-axis represents
the protein backbone and the y-axis the energy, Ecut, of the last hydrogen bond,
which after being removed provokes a change in the rigidity distribution. Each
line represents the new rigidity distribution of the polypeptide chain induced by
removing a bond which alters the previous rigidity conguration. The residues
belonging to rigid clusters are coloured | with the biggest rigid cluster coloured
in red, whereas the exible regions are shown as thin black lines. We choose the
energy Ecut dening the number of rigidity constraints using the RCD plots.
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4.2.3 Normal modes of motion
The normal modes of motion are computed using the ENM [18] implemented in
ElNemo software. This generates, for each protein, a set of eigenvectors and asso-
ciated eigenvalues obtained from performing NMA analysis on the protein structure
as explained in sections 1.2 and 2.7. Here we consider the ve lowest-frequency non-
trivial modes, that is modes 7 to 11 for each protein. We will denote these modes as
m7, m8, . . . , m11. These eigenvectors are predicted on the basis of a single protein
conformation and the amplitude to which a mode can be projected will be limited
by bonding and/or steric constraints.
4.2.4 Mobility simulations
All the simulations were carried out using the normal modes dened by ElNemo
and the First software capabilities. One of the First software command options,
named Froda, allows to apply a mode eigenvector as a bias direction of motion
[30, 38] and explore the exible motion available to a protein. Another command
option in the First software allows to introduce the protein rigidity distribution
at a given cuto energy as input in the simulation. Then, the residues part of
a rigid cluster are treated as a single unit and projected along the chosen mode
with minimal computer time and resources. New conformations are generated by
applying a small random perturbation and the eigenvector directed biased motion
simultaneously to all atomic positions; then First/Froda reapplies bonding and
steric constraints to produce an acceptable new conformation. The capability to use
a mode eigenvector as a bias has been reported previously [65, 21] and is illustrated
schematically in Figure 4.1.
The -carbons RMSD values between the aligned residues from the initial
and current conformation are recorded for all the conformers generated. Further-
more, since Farrel et al. [38] reported several limitations in the Froda procedure
we chose to carry out ve parallel simulations for each structure, mode and direction
of motion to have initial data to investigate such limitations.
The evolution of tted RMSD during each run is illustrated in Figures 4.5,
4.6, 4.7 and 4.8.
The required input for all calculations is a .pdb format le containing an all-
atom representation of the protein structure including hydrogen atoms, which we
shall name protein.pdb. The procedure is to obtain a .pdb format le containing
all-atom representation of the protein structure from the PDB; to remove alternate
side chain conformations and nonbonded heteroatoms including water molecules; to
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Figure 4.5: Superimposed structural variations and tted RMSD for small loop
motion as found in BPTI and cytochrome-c. Panels (a) and (d) indicate the range
of projected tertiary structure for motion along modem7 at Ecut =  2:2 kcal/mol for
BPTI and at Ecut =  1:2 kcal/mol for cytochrome-c, respectively. Panels (b,c) and
(e,f) show the tted RMSD as a function of Froda conformations for BPTI (1BPI)
and cytochrome-c (1HRC), respectively, for the non-trivial modes m7, . . . , m11 at
two values of Ecut as shown. Positive conformation values indicate motion along
the direction of the corresponding ElNemo mode, whereas negative conformation
values indicate motion in the opposite direction. Points and error bars indicate mean
and standard deviation obtained from ve runs of the conformation generation for
each mode.
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Figure 4.6: Superimposed structural variation and tted RMSD for large loop mo-
tion as in (a) kinesin (1RY6) and (d) antitrypsin (1QLP) for Ecut =  1:1 kcal/mol.
Panels (b,c) and (e,f) represent | as in gure 4.5 | the tted RMSD at two values
of Ecut for kinesin and antitrypsin, respectively. Points and error bars have been
determined as in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.7: Superimposed structural variation of large domain motion and tted
RMSD for yeast PDI (2B5E). (a) We show the initial tertiary structure as opaque
and the projected structures as partially transparent. All structures are aligned
on the central two domains b{b' to highlight the motion of the a and a' domains.
Motion represents large conformational change along m7. Panels (b), (c) and (d)
show the tted RMSDs relative to the initial conformation for three values of Ecut.
Points and error bars as in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.8: Large scale twist motion in a ligand gated ion channel (2VLO). (a)
View down the transmembrane channel in its initial state and projected along m7
in two directions. (b) Side view showing tilting of the helices during the motion. In
both images the structures have been aligned on the extracellular -sheet portion
so as to highlight the relative motion of the domains, and residues from number
283 upwards in each chain are not shown to make the major helices visible. (c and
d) Fitted RMSDs relative to initial conformation for low-frequency modes m7, . . . ,
m11 and two Ecut. Points and error bars as in Figure 4.5.
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add hydrogens using the Reduce software and to renumber the atoms sequentially
using PyMOL.
Normal mode calculations were carried out using Elnemo using the default
setting of a 12A Ecut in the spring network. The protein structure is given as
consisting only of the  carbon from the all-atom structure. The output is a le
that contains 3N mode eigenvectors for a protein of N residues. Each eigenvector
is described with a mode number, a frequency, and N lines each giving a Cartesian
vector; so that the ith line is the displacement to be applied to the ith residue. The
vector is normalized so that the sum of the squares of all displacement vectors is
unity.
Since the displacement from one conformation to the next is small, only
the 100th conformation is recorded as the simulation runs continues for typically
hundreds or thousand conformations. Each mode is projected to an amplitude
of several A in tted RMSD (see section 4.2.5 for a detailed explanation on tted
RMSD) using a random component of 0:1A and a directed component of 0:01A. The
run is considered complete when no further projection along the mode eigenvector
is possible (due to steric clashes or bonding constraints) which manifests itself in
slow generation of new conformations and poor reproducibility in the results of
independent runs. The number of conformations selected to explore protein motion
is 2500 for all proteins except pGLIC, for which 1000 conformations are sucient
to hit the slow conformer generation limit due to steric or bonding clashes. All the
mobility simulations for each protein were performed at several selected values of
Ecut, as shown in Table 4.1.
4.2.5 Raw vs tted RMSD
The RMSDs reported in Table 4.2 are  carbon RMSDs from comparing the input
structure to a generated conformation, obtained after least-squares tting using the
PyMOL intra fit command. These values dier somewhat from the raw RMSD
values reported by Froda in its output les, which are calculated without any
tting being carried out. In particular, the tted RMSD saturates once further
motion along the mode direction is no longer possible due to steric clashes or limits
imposed by covalent or noncovalent bonding constraints. The eects of tting are
illustrated in Figure 4.9a for mode m7 of structure 1BPI. The raw RMSD values
increase almost linearly during the generation of 10000 conformers, whereas the
tted RMSD values saturate for conformers from  5000 up to 10000. Conformers
5000 and 10000 dier by  3A in raw RMSD but by only  0:8A in tted RMSD.
Superposition of conformers 0, 5000 and 10000 with and without tting, shown in
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Figure 4.9: Raw vs tted RMSD for BPTI. (a) Comparison between the RMSD
values obtained before (raw RMSD) and after tting the new conformers to the
initial structure. We report the tted and raw RMSD values of mode m7 for every
100th conformer (only every 500th indicated by a symbol for clarity) and up to in
total 10000 conformers at a Ecut of Ecut =  2:2 kcal/mol. The error bars denote the
standard deviation obtained from including 5 dierent initial random perturbations
to the guided motion, see section 4.2.4. The tted RMSD values, also shown in
Figure 4.5e for modes m7, . . . , m11, saturate whereas the raw RMSD values increase
linearly, due to Froda weighting each residue by the number of atoms that it
contains, thus producing a component of rigid body motion. Panels (b) and (c)
show the superimposed structures for conformers 0 (black), 5000 (orange) and 10000
(green) of (b) raw and (c) tted structures.
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Resi- Ecut RMSD RMSD xRMSD xRMSD
Protein dues (kcal/mol) pos neg pos neg
BPTI 58  2:2 2:62 2:66 152 154
Cytochrome-c 105  1:2 1:44 1:40 151 146
Kinesin 360  1:1 2:48 2:04 892 733
Antitrypsin 394  1:1 1:91 2:04 753 804
PDI 504  0:522 10:54 10:40 5314 5243
pLGIC 1605  0:5 2:56 2:55 4113 4099
Table 4.2: Extensive RMSD (A) values, maximum RMSD values and the Ecut chosen
to calculate xRMSD for each protein based on the RCD graphs. For proteins that
are expected to be rigid we have chosen a higher Ecut and for proteins with an
expected conformational change we have chosen a more restrictive Ecut.
Figures 4.9b,c, show that conformers 5000 and 10000 are indeed very similar to each
other. The raw RMSD is greater than the tted RMSD and tends not to saturate,
but rather to continue to increase slowly, once the motion is eectively jammed. The
reason for this dierent behaviour is a small dierence in the statistical weighting
given to each residue by ElNemo and by First/Froda. In the ENM the normal
modes are obtained for every -carbon whereas in Froda, however, applies the
bias to an all-atom representation of the structure; and thus the bias applied to
a residue with many atoms aects the whole-body motion of the structure more
than the bias applied to a residue with few atoms. The conformers generated by
Froda therefore acquire a component of rigid-body translation and rotation, which
increases the raw RMSD. Least-squares tting to the input structure removes the
rigid-body components.
Figure 4.9 shows the importance of using a tted RMSD to identify and sub-
tract correctly the rigid-body motion during a simulation. The raw RMSD values
(in cyan) do not saturate, whereas the tted RMSD values (in black) do. As pre-
sented in the Figure 4.9, the evolution of the tted and raw RMSD values shows
that raw RMSD values continue to increase linearly, hence accounting for network
internal motion as well as spatial rigid-body translation as shown in Figure 4.9b.
Whereas tted RMSD values saturate as they account for network internal mo-
tion only, see Figure 4.9c. The good overlap of the conformers 5000 (orange) and
10000 (green) shown in Figure 4.9c correspond only to the minimal increase in tted
RMSD observed in Figure 4.9a beyond conformer 5000. That is, the conformer gen-
eration beyond conformer 5000 is slow and limited due to stereochemical constraints.
The two structures overlap each other almost perfectly along the polypeptide chain,
which indicates that there is little motion between the two conformers. However, the
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exible loop of BPTI have substantially moved for conformers 5000 and 10000 with
respect to the initial structure, i.e. conformer 0 (shown in black). Hence, it is clear
from this comparison that we account for the rigid-body motion eect by tting all
the conformers to the initial structure. Hence, tting the protein structures before
calculating RMSD values allows us to account and remove the rigid-body motion
eect introduced by Froda and identify real conformation change.
4.2.6 Monitoring the evolution of normal modes
It is implicit in normal-mode analysis of protein conformational change that a mode
eigenvector should be a valid direction for motion over some non-zero amplitude.
For example, Krebs et al. [20] have surveyed a large number of known conforma-
tional changes, using paired crystal structures, comparing the vector describing the
observed conformational change to the low-frequency elastic network mode eigen-
vectors using a dot product. In many cases the observed change had a large dot
product (> 0:5) with only one or two normal modes.
In each of our simulations we use an initial normal mode, m
(i)
j , as a bias
throughout the simulation. We calculate a new set of current normal modes, m
(c)
j ,
for each newly generated conformation. We compute the dot product of the bias
vector,m
(i)
j , withm
(c)
j , that is, the current normal mode with the same mode number
j, as in m
(i)
j m(c)j . Graphs of these dot products are shown for all protein structures
investigated here in the supplementary Figures 10.1{10.6.
NMA has been applied extensively to study protein motion [20, 28, 26, 29].
From the results of monitoring the evolution of normal modes presented in emerge
three dierent motifs that characterise the evolution of the normal modes. The evo-
lution of the dot product between the modes from the initial structure and the ones
obtained from each conformer dene the similarity between the modes. Although
for some cases the dot product gives a rough indication of the type of motion the
protein is undergoing, there is not a consistent description of protein motion in terms
of dot product that correlates with the three types of motion investigated.
These results clarify that while the dot products provide useful additional
information about the stability of the initial modes during the simulated motion,
they are not simply correlated with loop or domain motion in contradistinction to
the xRMSD.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.10: Tertiary structure of BPTI (1BPI). Colouring is dened using the
rigidity analysis results shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Flexible regions are illustrated
in black whereas rigid residues are coloured as per the rigid cluster they belong to.
The biggest rigid cluster is coloured in blue. The number and size of the rigid clusters
vary depending on the chosen Ecut value, which for BPTI are (a) Ecut =  0:2
kcal/mol, (b) Ecut =  1:7 kcal/mol and (c) Ecut =  2:2 kcal/mol. Note that the
colour code used to represent residues within the same rigid cluster is not the same
in the RCD and in the tertiary structures.The biggest rigid cluster in the RCD
graphs is noted in red and in the tertiary structures is noted in blue.
4.3 Results
The rigidity analysis of the protein structures shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 revealed
some interesting features. The rigidity distribution and dilution is very dierent for
each structure and highlights the structural dierence among the selected proteins.
For example,the rigidity dilution of BPTI shown in Figure 4.3a reveals that the
rigidity of this protein is mainly represented by a single rigid cluster (in a red thick
line) and by two exible regions (in a black thin line). Figure 4.10 illustrates the
rigidity distribution projected onto the tertiary structure of BPTI. The distribution
of rigid and exible regions corroborates previous experimental data about protein
structures. For example, the RCD plot of BPTI structure correlates with biochemi-
cal studies that dene the structure as a base with two disulphide bonds that rigidify
the structure and two exible loops [57, 58]. Besides yeast PDI rigidity distribution
on which I will expand further in chapter 4.5, it is also interesting to mention that
the pLGIC membrane protein shows a very unique rigidity behaviour. Its rigidity
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dilution in Figure 4.4c shows a single rigid cluster (in red) which abruptly breaks
up into several rigid clusters and exible regions. This switch like rigidity transi-
tion corresponds to a rst order transition as previously mentioned in chapter 3.4.
The projection of the rigidity distribution on the tertiary structure for Ecut >  0:4
kcal/mol shows the rigidity distribution as a single rigid cluster (in blue) encom-
passing most of the protein structure, see Figure 4.11. Whereas at a lower Ecut,
Ecut <  0:5 kcal/mol, the protein displays multiple rigid clusters linked by exible
regions. This suggests two potentially functional states divided by a switch like
transition. In the rst state, the structure's motion is constrained due to a single
rigid cluster extending through most of the structure. Hence, the protein will not
be able to achieve much internal motion beyond the mobility of the exible regions.
In the second state, however, the many rigid clusters are interlinked by exible
regions. This opens the door to a possible interdomain motion that accounts for
protein functionality. Similarly, yeast PDI rigidity distribution shows that the rigid
regions are located within the protein domains, except for very high Ecut, and that
the intra-domain regions become exible early in the rigidity dilution as shown in
Figure 4.12.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Tertiary structure of pLGIC (2VL0). Colouring of the tertiary structure
is dened as in Figure 4.10 but with Ecut as (a) Ecut =  0:4 kcal/mol and (b) Ecut =
 0:5 kcal/mol. Note that the protein appears to be rigid for Ecut =  0:4 kcal/mol
and that there is a switch-like rst order rigidity transition at Ecut =  0:5 kcal/mol
which reveals the most exible parts of the secondary structure which allow mobility.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.12: Tertiary structure of yeast PDI (2B5E). Colouring of the tertiary struc-
ture is dened as in Figure 4.10 but with Ecut as (a) Ecut = 0:015 kcal/mol, (b) Ecut
=  0:522 kcal/mol, (c) Ecut =  0:885 kcal/mol and (d) Ecut =  1:412 kcal/mol.
Note that colors are assigned according to cluster size which changes depending on
the Ecut.
4.3.1 Tracking protein motion
The visual inspection of the superimposed tertiary structures (conformers) obtained
from projecting the initial structure along a normal mode indicate that all the
proteins move to some extend. In this section I present the results of tracking protein
mobility using three dierent measures: scalar or dot product between initial set of
normal modes and the subsequent conformers normal modes, RMSD and xRMSD
between the initial structure and the conformers generated from the simulation.
4.3.2 Tracking protein motion: RMSD
RMSD is commonly used to compare structural similarity among protein structures.
Hence I monitored the evolution of RMSD for each mode m7, . . . ,m11, and for at
least two selected values of Ecut. The results are summarized in Figures 4.5-4.8c. In
all cases, we observe an initial phase in which the RMSD increases almost linearly,
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Figure 4.13: Dot product motifs. Schematic representation of the typical behaviours
of the dot product of an initial mode with a current mode during projection along
the initial mode eigenvector. Motif 1: gradual, nearly quadratic reduction in the
dot product due to a progressive rotation of the current mode compared to the
initial one. Eventual constant behaviour indicates that the motions has reached its
amplitude limit. Motif 2: more rapid roughly quadratic reduction. Motif 3: sudden
collapse of the dot product and the initial mode no longer resembles the current
mode with the same mode number.
as the protein explores the mode direction without encountering signicant steric or
bonding constraints on the motion. During this phase, generation of new conforma-
tions is very rapid and the RMSDs from dierent runs are very similar to each other.
The RMSD then displays an inection, ceasing to rise linearly, and approaching an
asymptote; this indicates that steric clashes and bonding constraints (such as hy-
drophobic tethers) are preventing further exploration along the mode direction. The
asymptote is thus an amplitude limit on the mode. In this phase the generation of
new conformations becomes slower as the tting algorithm has increasing diculty
nding a valid conformation, and the RMSDs achieved by dierent runs dier. The
mobility simulations for BPTI (1BPI) summarized in Figures 4.5a{c show the re-
sults of computing up to 10000 conformations and clearly illustrate the asymptotic
behaviour.
In the regime of slow conformation generation, the mode bias is forcing the
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Figure 4.14: Dot product graph for yeast PDI (2B5E). The scalar product m
(i)
j m(c)j
between an initial starting mode m
(i)
j and its current mode m
(c)
j , j = 7; : : : ; 11 as
the initial structure is projected along the initial mode.The current modes, m
(c)
j ,
are obtained from performing normal mode analysis on the current conformations
as the initial structure is projected along an initial mode m
(i)
j . For clarity, only the
dot products for the rst non trivial modes (m
(i)
7 m(c)11 ), for a periodic sample of 25
conformations from the 2500 generated and for each direction of motion are shown.
The evolution of the dot product along the conformations is reported for dierent
Ecut.
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structure into a regime of steric clashes and/or of bonding constraint limits, for
example when residues connected by a hydrophobic tether are being pushed apart.
The computing of RMSD data for larger proteins is therefore truncated once this
\jamming" starts.
4.3.3 Tracking protein motion: Scalar product
The results of investigating and characterising protein mobility by computing the
scalar or dot product for all the normal modes are summarised in Figures 4.14 and
10.1-10.6. These results reveal three main behaviours that I summarise schemat-
ically in three motifs, see Figure 4.13. In motif 1, the dot product remains close
to 1 throughout the simulation, indicating that the initial m
(i)
j and current m
(c)
j
modes remain very similar. In this case the motion of the protein is not introducing
signicant changes to the elastic network and the mode eigenvector of the new con-
formers remains almost unchanged. In motif 2, there is a gradual decline in the dot
product; this suggests a gradual rotation of m
(c)
j relative to m
(i)
j . However, motif 3
represents a rapid collapse of the dot product m
(i)
j m(c)j ; this can occur at any point
in the simulation, even if the RMSD between the initial and current conformations
is small.
These motifs can be observed for the selected proteins in Figures 10.5 and
10.1-10.6 in the appendix. For example, a motif 1 behaviour is shown for mode m7
of the yeast PDI as showin in Figure 10.5b,c,d, a motif 2 behaviour in shown for m7
of kinesin in Figure 10.4 and a motif 3 character in shown by the m7 of antitrypsin
in Figure 10.3 as well as in Figure 10.1. Similar agreement with all motifs can be
found for higher modes, although, as a general tendency, the smooth motifs 1 and
2 become gradually less visible and the more rapid changes exemplied by motif 3
more pronounced.
These sudden collapses do not indicate that the initial normal mode eigen-
vector has ceased to be a valid direction along which exible motion is possible.
Rather, the eigenvector has ceased to represent a \single pure mode" and may now
have signicant overlap with other modes.
Since yeast PDI reveals a large conformational change I investigated in more
detail the evolution of the normal modes by grouping the results for PDI into a
single panel for the dot product of each single mode at dierent Ecut. This reveals
interesting features on the eects of varying the Ecut. The dot product results for
each of the low-frequency modes at various Ecut presented show how Ecut aects
protein mobility as shown in Figure 4.14a-e. Some modes display an asymptote
for given Ecut which may suggest that the higher number of bonding constraints
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restraint protein motion to the point that the structure stops moving and that the
corresponding mode remains unchanged after that conformer. The evolution of the
dot product data over the conformers varies depending on the mode and/or Ecut.
4.3.4 Tracking protein motion: RMSD, small loop motion
Figure 4.5a shows an ensemble of structures for BPTI generated by exploring the
lowest-frequency non trivial mode,m7, and Figures 4.5b,c show the RMSDs achieved
for the ve lowest-frequency non trivial modes. The amplitudes of exible motion
for BPTI at Ecut =  0:2 kcal/mol and Ecut =  2:2 kcal/mol reach an asymptote
at RMSD values around 2 to 4A. Considerable asymmetry, a factor of 2 dierence
in the achievable RMSD, is observable in some modes between the two possible
directions of motion.
Cytochrome-c (1HRC) is a compact globular protein and although it is twice
as large as BPTI in terms of residues, its capacity for exible motion is visibly more
limited, with amplitudes below 2A for all modes. The RMSD results shown in Figure
4.5e,f support the validity of our method so that a larger protein does not necessarily
displays larger mobility we now examine a compact globular protein, cytochrome-
c (1HRC). RMSD results are shown in Figure 4.5e,f truncated once jamming had
begun. Although this protein is twice as large as BPTI in terms of residues, its
capacity for exible motion is visibly more limited, with amplitudes below 2A in all
modes. This result is important in validating our method of projecting modes to
large amplitude; if geometric simulation were capable of reaching unphysically large
amplitudes, the method would lose its value.
4.3.5 Tracking protein motion: RMSD, Large loop motion
The mobility of the internal kinesin motor domain protein (1RY6) and 1-antitrypsin
(1QLP) are of the same order, and both are much larger proteins than BPTI or
cytochrome-c. Kinesin RMSDs values for the low-frequency modes shown in Figure
4.6b,c reveal that the amplitudes achievable for these modes dier little between
the dierent Ecut; motion occurs principally in a very exible loop region around
residues 37{46. The exible loop motion along mode m7 is presented in Figure 4.6a
for an Ecut =  1:1 kcal/mol, clearly illustrates this motion. Hence, the contribution
to RMSD values is due, in this case, to the motion of this large loop. We nd that
the combination of the mode bias and the bonding constraints naturally causes the
large exible loop to follow a curved trajectory.
The character of 1-antitrypsin motion is very similar to kinesin; it displays
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several low-frequency modes which easily explore amplitudes of up to 2{2:5A and the
contribution to those RMSD values is again due to the easy motion of a large exible
loops with respect to the relatively rigid -sheet core of the protein, see Figures 4.6a-
f. As shown in Figures 4.6e, f, 1-antitrypsin (1QLP) displays several low-frequency
modes which easily explore amplitudes of up to 2{2:5A RMSD depending on the
rigidity cuto. The motion shown in Figure 4.6d again involves the easy motion of
large exible loops with respect to the relatively rigid -sheet core of the protein.
4.3.6 Tracking protein motion: RMSD, Domain motion
PDI (2B5E) is particularly interesting case for protein mobility since, unlike other
proteins, PDI consists of four domains a-b-b'-a' connected by exible linkers. It
has been found that the structural exibility is vital to its enzymatic function [61].
The rigidity distribution presented in section 4.3 already brings out the exibility of
the structure and its potential to undergo conformational changes. Rigidity analysis
immediately brings out the exibility of the molecule. Even at very high Ecut values
(Ecut =  0:015 kcal/mol), the rigidity analysis reveals the domain organisation of
the protein with each domain corresponding to a distinct rigid cluster anked by
exible linkers.
The nature of the inter-domain exibility and structural motion is portrayed
in Figure 4.7a which shows the initial structure and the most extreme conformers,
both at the amplitude limits of mode m7 in the positive and negative directions re-
spectively. The structures are aligned on the b{b' domains, bringing out the motion
of the a domain and particularly of the a' domain. It is clear from Figures 4.7b-d
that the RMSD achieved by the low-frequency modes does not depend signicantly
on the Ecut; motion is slightly limited at the very weakest Ecut (Figure 4.7b), but
at other Ecut the achievable amplitudes are essentially the same (Figure 4.7c and
d). Close examination of the conformation generation indicates that the amplitudes
are limited eventually as further motion along the mode would over-extend covalent
and hydrophobic-tether constraints.
The membrane protein pLGIC (2VL0) is the largest structure investigated;
a pentameric structure which includes a transmembrane domain composed of -
helices and an extracellular domain consisting largely of -sheets. The major rigidity
transition in the protein identied by First occurs between a Ecut of  0:4 kcal/mol,
when almost the entire structure forms a single rigid cluster, and a Ecut of  0:5
kcal/mol, when the rigid linkers of the pentamer secondary structure units become
exible and the many intra--helices residues in the transmembrane are exible. At
the lower Ecut it is possible for the domains to move relative to each other, and the
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transmembrane helices are also capable of relative motion. The increased RMSD
possible at the lower Ecut is visible in Figure 4.8.
The exible motion at the higher Ecut, with the protein largely rigid, in-
volves only the motion of a few exible loops. The motion at the lower Ecut is far
more biologically interesting. The lowest-frequency non-trivial mode, m7, involves
a counter-rotation of the transmembrane and extracellular domains, including a
change in the relative tilt of transmembrane helices lining the ion channel. This
exible motion is shown in Figure 4.8a,b.
4.3.7 Extensive RMSD as a characterisation of total exible motion
The evolution of RMSD values is displayed in Figures 4.5{4.8 and the maximum
values achieved by these motions, which range from 1:5A to 10A , are shown in Ta-
ble 4.2. However, the character of the exible motion does not seem well reected
by the RMSD values. For example, a small protein of 58 residues without a large
conformational change such as BPTI shows RMSD values of up to 3:5A in its small
loop motion (Figure 4.5); whereas the channel protein pLGIC, a thirty times larger
protein by residue count (1605 residues), shows a substantial domain motion, in
which a large proportion of the atoms undergo relative motion as the transmem-
brane protein and extra cellular domains counter-rotate (see Figure 4.8a,b). Yet the
channel protein pLGIC shows maximum RMSD values of around 2:5A only. So,
although RMSD is a good measure for comparing two similar structures, it does not
necessarily capture the scale of motion in dierent structures.
The extensive RMSD measure characterizes the total protein motion without
averaging. xRMSD is obtained by multiplying the RMSD (which describes the
average displacement of atoms) by the number of residues in the protein. Thus,
xRMSD is a measure of how much all the atoms, i.e. the structure, move rather than
a measure of structural similarity like RMSD. The extensive RMSD is a measure
of the total network coordinated motion. Figure 4.15 shows the xRMSD values for
all the selected proteins moving along m7. For the proteins with domain motion, I
have chosen values of Ecut which correspond to lower exibility. The observed large
variation in xRMSD is therefore taking place despite a restrictive bond network. On
the other hand, for the proteins with loop motion we selected Ecut which allow more
structural exibility. In this situation, although larger regions of the protein could
become mobile, we still only observe localized loop motion. It is worth remembering
that the apparent non convergence to saturated values in Figure 4.15 is due to the
choice we make on the maximum number of cycles the simulation is allowed before
exiting the tting routine. We have already shown a long simulation in Figure
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Figure 4.15: Extensive RMSD as a function of Froda conformations for all six pro-
teins moving along mode m7. The maximum xRMSD values range from 150A for
BPTI to 5243A for PDI. There are three clear categories of protein motion: large
conformational changes achieved by domain motion (PDI and pLGIC), large loop
motions (antitrypsin and kinesin) and small loop motions (BPTI and cytochrome-
c). The selected Ecut for each protein are E
1BPI
cut =  2:2kcal/mol, E1HRCcut =  1:2
kcal/mol, E1RY6cut =  1:1 kcal/mol, E1QLPcut =  1:1 kcal/mol, E2B5Ecut =  0:522
kcal/mol and E2VL0cut =  0:5 kcal/mol. The XRMSD values obtained for m8, . . . ,
m11 for the selected proteins are consistent with m7 xRMSD.
4.5b,c presenting 10000 conformers, which show the corresponding RMSD saturation
values.
The three categories of motion previously discussed | small loop motion,
large loop motion and domain motion | become clearly visible in xRMSD. The
xRMSD results for BPTI and cytochrome-c closely resemble each other even though
cytochrome-c is almost double the size of BPTI. Similarly, the kinesin protein and
the 1-antitrypsin display similar xRMSD behaviour to each other in their large loop
motion. PDI and the pLGIC likewise have similar xRMSD behaviour reecting their
domain motion. Thus the character and extent of the exible motions in proteins of
various sizes, as shown in Figures 4.5a,d, 4.6a,d, 4.7a and 4.8a,b, is better reected
by the xRMSD than by the RMSD alone.
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Figure 4.16: xRMSD graph for yeast PDI (2B5E) and antitrypsin (1QLP). The
two proteins have a similar number of residues, 504 for PDI and 394 antitrypsin
respectively. The evolution of xRMSD along the new conformations is reported for
the lowest frequency modes m7 m11 for a Ecut of E2B5Ecut =  0:522 kcal/mol, and
E1QLPcut =  1:1 kcal/mol.
4.3.8 Extensive RMSD for all the modes
The total network coordinated motion captured by xRMSD reects the character
and extend of conformational changes not only for mode m7, but also for all the
lowest-frequency modes investigated modes m7 : : :m11. To illustrate this point,
Figure 4.16 shows a comparison between two structures with very similar size, PDI
and antitrypsin. The evolution of the xRMSD data and the order of magnitude
of the xRMSD values are conserved for all the modes, hence conrming that PDI
undergoes a much larger motion than antitrypsin.
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Figure 4.17: Extensive RMSD as a function of conformations for a selection of six
proteins moving along modes m
(i)
7 m(c)11 for a selected cuto energy shown in table
4.1. The maximum xRMSD values for each protein range from 200A for BPTI to
5243A for PDI.
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4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Rigidity analysis
The results presented in this chapter on the rigidity and exibility reveal that the
rigidity dilution of the selected proteins is unique for each case. For example, the
RCD distribution of the membrane protein displays a unique rigidity distribution.
It shows a sharp change in the rigidity distribution. Hence, the selection of Ecut
must be done based of the RCD graph. Further, the proteins displaying the highest
mobility, in terms of xRMSD, have a very dierent pattern of rigidity dilution. This
reinforces previous studies [48] which concluded that each protein structure needs
to be examined individually and that the Ecut used for simulating protein motion
must be chosen on a case by case. The choice of the Ecut to explore protein mobility
depends on the RCD, on the Ecut ranges and on what question we are investigating.
For all the proteins investigated in this chapter, the Ecut is chosen to identify at
least one Ecut at which the protein is mostly rigid and one Ecut at which the protein
is mostly exible in order to quantify and compare protein mobility. In the next
chapter however, we choose more Ecut from the RCD graph for extensively studying
yeast PDI mobility under dierent rigid cluster constraints.
4.4.2 Signicance of rigidity-analysis energy cuto
In the case of small loop motion, it is clear that lowering the rigidity-analysis energy
cuto | thus making the structure more exible as less hydrogen bonds are included
in the rigid clusters| increases the amplitude of exible motion, as one might
expect. In the case of large domain motion, however, the most important criterion
appears to be whether the domains are mutually rigid or not,. In general, the rigidity
analysis of protein structures can thus add value to the simulation of exible motion
by identifying the constraints that must be eliminated in order for two residues to
become independently mobile.
The proteins that undergo a large conformational change, i.e. PDI and pGLIC,
display a dierent dependence with respect to the cuto energy. In the case of PDI
the amplitude of exible motion for the lowest-frequency modes is almost unaected
by the choice of the Ecut provided it is set at a reasonable value of Ecut which rep-
resents each domain as a number of separate small rigid clusters. This conclusion
can also be drawn in the case of the ligand-gated ion channel protein.
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4.4.3 RMSD
RMSD is a standard measure of structural similarity between two proteins. However,
the results presented in this chapter focus on using RMSD to characterise protein
motion; this reveal its limitations to correctly describe protein large conformational
changes. Visual inspection of the overlapped conformers revealed three types of mo-
tion which are not dierentiated by using RMSD as a mobility measure. The most
clear example is the comparison of RMSD values and conformer motion between
BPTI and pLGIC; 58 and 1605 residue long respectively. The motion for BPTI is
restricted to the motion of a small loop, whereas the membrane protein displays a
domain motion where the intracellular domain moves with respect to the extracel-
lular domain. The RMSD values for BPTI range  1:5{4:5A whereas for pLGIC 
0:7{2:5A. The displacement of the overlapped conformers indicated a larger motion
for the membrane protein than for BPTI, yet the RMSD measures suggest the con-
trary. This is due to the least-squares tting routinely used to compare two very
similar structures that averages and minimizes the structural variation; which in
this case is performed by using PyMOL intra fit command.
4.4.4 xRMSD
xRMSD characterises protein motion so that it correlates with the observed motion
from the overlapping conformers. Furthermore, the results of comparing the xRMSD
mobility of two proteins with similar number of residues (PDI and Antitrypsin)
dismiss the possibility that the dierent types of motion here mentioned are due
to the protein size. In addition, the results for the mobility characterisation are
consistent not only for the lowest frequency mode but for the other modes too.
Therefore, xRMSD properly identies the character of protein motion and can be
used as an useful measure to identify conformational change in proteins.
4.5 Conclusions
The reported hybrid method is able to explore protein motion by integrating both
rigidity constraints from First and low-frequency mode eigenvectors obtained using
Elnemo, into the geometric simulation Froda. In order to illustrate the method,
we have applied it here to a diverse selection of proteins whose exible motion ranges
from small loop motion (BPTI, cytochrome-c) and large loop motion (a kinesin and
an antitrypsin) to large motions of entire domains (protein disulphide isomerase and
a transmembrane pore protein). Detailed studies of dynamics in relation to func-
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tion of particular proteins are currently in progress [66, 67]. The combined method
can rapidly explore motion to large amplitudes in an all-atom model of the protein
structure, maintaining steric exclusion and retaining the covalent and non-covalent
bonding interactions present in the original structure. Signicant amplitudes of
motion are achieved with only CPU-minutes of computational eort even in a pen-
tameric pore protein with more than 1600 residues. The amplitude of motion that
can be achieved by exible loops increases as the rigidity-analysis energy cuto is
lowered. For large-scale motion of domains, the most important criterion is that the
energy cuto should be low enough that dierent domains do not form a single rigid
body. RMSD, a measure of structural similarity, does not properly reect the scale
of exible motion between dierent proteins; this is better captured by an extensive
measure, xRMSD, which reects both the size of the protein and the amplitude of
its motion. Examination of the behaviour of the elastic network eigenvectors during
the motion shows many examples of mode mixing, so that a given vector of motion
can change from being a pure mode to a mixed one after quite small displacements,
without losing its character as an \easy" direction for exible motion.
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Chapter 5
Investigating PDI mobility with
coarse graining methods
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Oxidation and isomerisation of disulphide bonds and the bi-
ological role of yeast PDI
A vital step in the correct folding of some proteins is the formation of disulphide
bonds between two cysteine residues, which contain thiol groups. A thiol group (R-
SH) contains a sulfhydryl group (S) linked to a carbon-containing group of atoms
(R). The formation of disulphide bonds takes place within a specialised organelle
of the eukaryotic cell, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and requires an oxidative
environment. Disulphide bonds in proteins are formed as two cystein residues with
thiol groups are oxidized and form a covalent bond. For the oxidative phase to take
place two thiol groups(R-SH) must get close to each other and form a covalent bond,
i.e. (R-SH) + (R-SH) = (R-S-S-R). Isomerisation requires that four thiol groups
forming two disulphide bonds interchange their bonds. The main function of disul-
phide bonds is to stabilise a protein structure. A key component locked in the ER is
protein disulphide isomerase (PDI), which catalyses the oxidation and isomerisation
steps in the formation of disulphide bonds, a key component is stabilising protein
structures as for example BPTI. PDI is a multifunctional protein and in addition to
its role in catalysing disulphide bond formation acts as a molecular chaperone [68]
and aids in the folding of other proteins [69].
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Figure 5.1: Domain organisation of yeast PDI deduced based on the crystal struc-
ture. There are four domains (a-b-b'-a' ), a exible loop x connecting domains b
and b' and the c-terminal tail.
5.1.2 The PDI family
The elucidation of the sequence of cloned rat liver PDI in 1985 by Edman et al. [70]
was a great advance at the time. They predicted a protein with two distinct regions
homologous to other thioredoxin, the (a and a' ) regions, plus two other regions (b
and b' ) in the order a-b-b'-b' . This was the rst indication that PDI family could
also be catalysing disulphide bond formation via an internal disulphide sulphydryl
interchange. Later on Farquhar et al. [71] isolated the gene encoding PDI for Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae (yeast). The amino acid sequence deduced from their analysis
strongly suggested that this was a PDI encoding gene for various reasons: its pre-
dicted size is characteristic of full-length mammalian PDI translational products,
the amino acid sequence shows a 30 32% identity with mammalian and avian PDI
sequences, and the amino acid sequence contained two copies of the 'thioredoxin-
like' active sites i.e. two segments of approximately 100 amino acids, in the a and a'
regions. Besides these similarities, the alignment of yeast and mammalian PDI se-
quence also revealed other regions that showed signicant similarity. Later on these
regions were identied as part of the same domains a and a' . The thioredoxin fold
is a secondary structure motif that consists of a four stranded -sheet surrounded
by three -helices in a  conguration, and its function is associated with
disulphide bond formation.
Freedman et al. [72] suggested the sequence of major structural features for
PDI conserved in eukaryotes. Using sequence homologies and some limited proteol-
ysis they proposed a domain sequence as follows, a-e-b-b'-a'-c. This was one of the
rst attempts to identify the structural distribution of PDI family. A few years later
Darby et al.[73], also using limited proteolysis on human PDI constructs, rened the
identication of the domain limits to conclude that domain e was structurally part
of domain a , see Figure 5.1.
NMR studies provided the rst detailed structural information about PDI
families for the isolated domains a and b conrming the modular and multidomain
structure [74, 75]. These investigations conrmed that the e domain was in fact part
of the a domain and that the a domain resembles that of thierodoxin. Surprisingly,
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Figure 5.2: Tertiary structure of yeast PDI. Ribbon diagram of yeast PDI rainbow
coloured from N-terminus to C-terminus with the eect that a domain is predom-
inantly blue, b domain is predominantly green, b' domain is mostly yellow, a'
domain is predominantly orange. The C-terminal (within the a' domain) is shown
in red and the -carbons of the active sites (cysteine residues) are shown as black
spheres. The distance between these active sites from the crystal structure is ' 27A.
The exible x region is shown between domain a' and b' in light orange colour.
Domains a , b' and a' are situated in the same spatial plane but domain b (dark
green) is displaced away from the reader. Note that some alpha helices appear to
be placed closer to the reader than domain b indicating that such domain is indeed
in a dierent spatial plane.
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the b domain also showed a thioredoxin-like fold, but only the active sites on domains
a and a' contribute to human PDI activity [76]. Both the isolated a and a' domains
are folded and catalytically active during oxidative processes and their activities are
similar to the full length molecule. However, neither domain by itself is able to
display a signicant catalysis of the isomerisation needed for refolding BPTI [77].
5.1.3 Structural properties and functions of yeast PDI
The availability of crystal structures in the study of PDI was a signicant step
ahead. The rst available crystal structure for yeast PDI [63] shown in Figure 5.2,
was published in 2006 with a resolution of 2:4A and PDB code 2B5E. This structure
allowed for the rst time to observe the whole structural distribution of the yeast
PDI protein. The spatial organization of the protein structure resembles the shape
of a twisted \U" with the two active sites at domains a and a' , located at the end
of the \U" and domains b and b' dening the base. Domains a , b' and a' are
situated in the same spacial plane but domain b is displaced. The active sites at
the inside surface of domains a and a' , face each other and are ' 27A apart from
each other.
The four domain distribution a-b-b'-a' shown by the crystal structure co-
incides with previous studies on mammalian PDI structures. The crystal structure
[63] also conrmed that the a-b-b'-a' domains are linked by exible linker regions
of dierent lengths, which indicates dierent contact surfaces between adjacent do-
mains. The linker regions between the a and b domains and between the b and b'
domains are much shorter than the 19-residue linker region x situated between the
b' and a' domains as previously predicted [72]. The contact surface between the b
and b' domains is larger (' 700A2) than the area of contact between either the a
and b or the a' and b' domains (' 200A2). In addition, at the end of domain a' ,
the crystal structure reveals a highly acidic -helix rich region, the c region. Hence
the domain sequence a-b-b'-x-a' , the exible regions and the dierent contact sur-
faces between them suggests that the a and a' domains are exible with respect to
the 'base' formed by b and b' domains.
There is a strong presence of hydrophobic residues in the interior of the \U"
surface, see Figure 5.2, which could facilitate interactions with misfolded proteins.
This would suggest that misfolded proteins could dock at the base of the \U" shape
i.e. domains b and b' , and that a and a' domains would change their conformation
so that the thiol groups can catalyse the rearrangement of the misfolded protein.
Therefore, the biochemical information available reveals that the functional activi-
ties of yeast PDI require protein exibility and domain conformational change.
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The second yeast PDI structure [62] revealed a large scale conformational
change compared with the initially reported structure [63]. This conrmed that
PDI is a highly exible molecule with its catalytic domains, a and a' , representing
two mobile arms connected to a more rigid core composed of the b and b' domains.
Furthermore, limited proteolysis revealed that the linker in-between domain a' and
the base b-b' was less susceptible to degrade that the one connecting the a and the
base b-b' [62].
As previously said, yeast PDI has two active sites or active cysteine residues,
one in domain a and one in domain a' . Its main function is to catalyse three
types of thio-disulde exchange reactions: oxidation, reduction and isomerisation,
all of which need the a and/or a' domain/s active sites involvement. The catalytic
performance of PDI is quite remarkable, Freedman et al. [72] discovered that PDI
can catalyse the oxidation and isomerisation of disulphide bonds up to 6000 times.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Rigidity distribution and mobility simulations of yeast PDI
A detailed explanation of the methods used to identify rigid regions and the cre-
ation of the rigidity dilutions patterns or RCD graphs can be found in the previous
chapters. Figure 5.3 reports the complete rigidity distribution and the domain dis-
tribution for yeast PDI. The rigid regions in the RCD graph are dened with thick
coloured lines to identify each rigid cluster and the exible regions are shown with
black thin lines. Six Ecut from the RCD graph are selected with the intention
of investigating how varying the Ecut aects protein mobility. These energy Ecut
represent either signicant changes in the rigidity or changes in rigidity distribu-
tion of a cluster. The selected Ecut are Ecut =  0:003 kcal/mol, Ecut =  0:015
kcal/mol, Ecut =  0:133, Ecut =  0:522 kcal/mol, Ecut =  0:885 kcal/mol and
Ecut =  1:412 kcal/mol. I have summarised the rigidity distribution for these en-
ergy Ecut in a 'mini' RCD plot, see Figure 5.4, for ease of comparison between them.
In the 'mini' RCD plot it is easier to observe the correlation between the rigidity
distribution along the polypeptide chain and the domains, but also it is easier to
observe the changes in the rigidity distribution in each domain for various Ecut.
Likewise, the methodology to simulate protein motion has been extensively
described in the previous chapters. Here, I also employ ElNemo to obtain the
normal modes using a bond distance Ecut of 12A and I focus on the ve lowest
frequency modes to investigate if there is a large conformational change.
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Figure 5.3: Rigid cluster decomposition graphs for yeast PDI (2B5E). The x-axis
represents the protein backbone and the y-axis the energy, Ecut, of the last hydrogen
bond, which after being removed provokes a change in the rigidity distribution.
Each line represents the new rigidity distribution of the polypeptide chain induced
by removing a bond which alters the previous rigidity conguration. The residues
belonging to rigid clusters are coloured | with the biggest rigid cluster coloured in
red, whereas the exible regions are shown as thin black lines.
5.2.2 Computing the active sites distance
In order to quantify yeast PDI's conformational change I measure the distance be-
tween active sites d
(mj)
cc ; in particular the distance between the cysteine -carbons in
domains a and a' with atom id 599 and 5979 (residues 61 and 406) from the PDB
le. The position of the active sites in the tertiary structure are shown as a black
sphere in Figure 5.2 and the inter-cysteine distances are reported in Figures 5.7
and 5.8a-d. The inter-cysteine distance is computed using a self developed Python
script loaded in Pymol and using the conformers recorded during the geometric
simulation as an input. Although full details on how conformers are generated can
be found in chapter 4, it is worth noting that a new conformer is recorded for every
100th generated structure and that each mode has a positive and negative direction
of motion. The simulations start to get 'jammed' when reaching conformer 22 and
up to 26, hence we report simulation runs that have reached 25 conformers for each
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direction of motion and for each mode. This is one of the shortcomings of Froda,
due to the fact that it is purely a geometric projection of atoms across space and that
it lacks a minimization function that stabilises the rigid clusters after projection.
We choose to use the b and b' domains as a structural base to align the
dierent conformers and visualise their conformational change with respect to the
initial structure. The suggestion of considering b and b' domains as a structural
base appeared already in the literature [63] and it is backed up by the existence of
bigger areas of contact between b and b' domains compared to the contact areas
between either domains a' and b' or domains b and a .
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Domain recognition
The rigidity analysis in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show that yeast PDI has four main
regions easily distinguishable across the RCD plot, the larger rigid clusters (residues
25-140, 140-240 and 240-360) and a region whose exibility depends on the Ecut
(residues 380-480). The larger rigid clusters approximately correspond to domains
a-b-b' and the most exible region corresponds to domain a' . Whereas the three
main rigid clusters corresponding to domains a-b-b' maintain their rigidity up to
Ecut <  1:412 kcal/mol, the most exible region, domain a' , remains as a single
rigid cluster for Ecut >  0:313 kcal/mol and breaks up into three-four similar sized
clusters for Ecut   0:313 kcal/mol.
The rigidity analysis also identies several exible regions, of which are of
special interest the intra-domain regions a-b, b-b' and b'-a' . The intra-domain
region b'-a' corresponds to the x linker region and it is shown to be completely
exible for Ecut <  0:313 kcal/mol in the RCD graph. The region that separates
domain a and b is also shown to be exible by the rigidity analysis, and although
it contains a small rigid cluster the exible linker is not bound neither to domain
a nor b. Hence these regions are good candidates to act as hinges that would
allow domain motion, i.e. motion of domains a and a' with respect to the chosen
structural base b-b' . The intra-domain region separating domains b and b' is rigid
for Ecut   1:412 kcal/mol and only a few residues appear to be exible for Ecut <
 1:412 kcal/mol.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.5: Cartoon representation of yeast PDI conformational motion along the
lowest frequency modes. Panel (a) shows the cartoon representation of the crystal
structure, panel (b) shows the double hinge motion by which the protein moves
domains a and a' towards or away from each other, panel (c) illustrates domain
rotation along a given axis, and panel (d) illustrates domains a and a' coordinated
motion over the plane perpendicular to the axis dened by domains b-b' .
5.3.2 Domain rigidity gradation
Another interesting feature that the complete RCD graph of Figure 5.3 reveals is
the rigidity dilution pattern, i.e. how the rigidity distribution evolves for each of
the domains as bonds are removed revealing new rigidity distributions. It is clear
that the changes in rigidity distribution as we lower the Ecut is quite dierent for
each domain. In particular domain a' becomes exible and broken up in multiple
clusters at Ecut in the region of Ecut '  0:250 to Ecut '  0:300 kcal/mol, much
lower than other domains.
5.3.3 Yeast PDI modes of motion
The low-frequency modes of motion display the collective motion of protein residues
potentially providing an insight into the functional mechanism of proteins [78]. In
this study I observe typically a few dierent types of motion, which are summarised
in Figure 5.5. These motions are based on a double-hinge structural mobility, i.e.
domain motion of domains a and a' towards and away from each other, domains
a and a' rotation (coordinated and anti-coordinated), domains a and a' rotations
and domain a and a' sideways motions (coordinated and anti-coordinated). In line
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with previous studies [63] we have chosen to have domains b-b' as the sequential
basis to structurally align the generated conformers to the original structure.
During the mobility simulation a number of conformers are generated at each
step, one in one hundred is reported as a new conformer, that is 25 in total. Five
of these are selected to illustrate the evolution of the protein motion in Figures
5.6-5.12. The selected conformers are shown using two display formats: (a) the
individual conformers one by one and (b) the conformers overlapped onto each other
using the b-b' domains as a base for alignment. The single structures labelled (a)
to (e) represent single conformers -2500 (a) and -1200 (b) for the negative direction
of motion and conformers 1200 (d) and 2500 (e) for the positive direction of motion,
whereas the initial crystal structure or conformer 0 is labelled as (c). I also present
the structural alignment of these conformers aligned to each other using domains
b-b' as a structural reference. For most modes I present two viewpoints of the
aligned conformers which are label as panels (f) and (f').
5.3.4 Double hinge motion: mode m7
The lowest frequency mode of the yeast PDI structure reveals a large conforma-
tional change. Figure 5.6a-e presents yeast PDI conformers from the most open
conformation (a) up to the most closed (e) as the initial structure is projected along
mode m7. The overlapped structures in Figure 5.6f and 5.6f' indicate that domain
a' and domain a move towards each other with domain a' moving the most. In
order to quantify the motion I calculated the distance between active cysteines for
all the conformers. The results shown in Figure 5.7 reveal that the active sites inter-
cysteine distance ranges from a minimum distance of d
(m7)
min ' 15A up to a maximum
distance of d
(m7)
max ' 55A.
Furthermore, the evolution of the inter-cysteine distance and its maximum
and minimum are similar among the dierent Ecut with changes only appearing
for the Ecut outside the biologically relevant Ecut range. It is worth noting that
the minimum inter-cysteine distance is consistent among all the Ecut whereas the
maximum inter-cysteine distance between active sites is restricted for the lowest
Ecut. Mode m7 denes a double hinge motion that is selectively restricted by the
Ecut depending on the direction of motion but consistent among the biologically
relevant Ecut.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f)
(f')
Figure 5.6: Conformational change for yeast PDI (2B5E) moving along mode m7.
Panels (a) to (e) correspond to conformers obtained from projecting the initial
protein structure (c) along mode m7 towards the opening or negative direction of
motions i.e. conformers (a) and (b), and the closing or positive direction of motion
i.e. conformers (d) and (e). The structures (a) and (e) correspond to conformers
2500 for the negative and positive direction of motion respectively as shown in
Figures 5.7; whereas the structures (b) and (d) correspond to conformers 1200, also
in the negative and positive direction of motion respectively. Figure (f) and (f')
show the overlap of all the selected conformers aligned using domains b and b' as
the structural basis.
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Figure 5.7: Distance between the cysteine active sites in the a and a' domains
as the protein structure is projected along mode m7. The active sites move with
respect to each other as the initial structure is projected along each of the lowest
frequency modes (m
(i)
7 : : :m
(c)
11 ). Horizontal data points signal that the simulation
has reach either its stereochemical boundary or software limitations. Higher Ecut
include a higher number of hydrogen bonds.
5.3.5 Domain rotation: mode m8
Mode m8 mobility is shown in Figure 5.9. This mode directs the motion of domains
a and a' to rotate almost perpendicular to the axis dened by the base b-b' .
The evolution of the inter-cysteine distance reported in Figure 5.8a also conrms
the large conformational change for mode m8 with maximum and minimum inter-
cysteine distance d
(m8)
max ' 45A and d(m8)min ' 25A. Although a measure representing
the rotational character of the motion would be better suited to quantify the domain
rotations, the evolution of the inter-cysteine distance and the visual inspection of
the overlapped conformers suces to reveal the large conformational change that
mode m8 exhibits.
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Figure 5.8: Distance between the cysteine active sites in the a and a' domains.
The active sites move with respect to each other as the initial structure is projected
along the initial modes (m
(i)
8 : : :m
(c)
11 ). The reported distances between active sites
correspond to the intercysteine distance of the conformers obtained as the protein
is projected along (a) mode m8, (b) mode m9, (c) mode m10 and (d) mode m11.
5.3.6 Domain rotation and sideways motion: mode m9
When it comes to the third lowest frequency mode yeast PDI reveals the rotation of
the a' domain coupled with the sideways motion of domain a . The set of conformers
presented in Figure 5.10f show the rotation around the axis dened by the b-b'
domains and the axial view of the conformers. The conformers shown in Figure
5.10f' reveal that the a' domain rotates along an axis located approximately at the
end of the -helix dened by residues 407-426. The maximum and minimum inter-
cysteine distance for mode m9 reported in Figure 5.8b is slightly smaller compared
to previous modes, d
(m9)
max ' 43A and d(m9)min ' 25A, and the coordinated motion of
the domains is dierent to the previous modes.
5.3.7 Domain rotation and sideways motion: mode m10
The motion of mode m10 resembles mode m9 but with the a and a' domains
'swapping their roles'. Figure 5.11f shows the sideways motion of domain a' and
Figure 5.11f' the rotation of domain a' . However, the range of domain rotation
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(a') (b') (c') (d') (e')
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Figure 5.9: Conformational change for mode m8 of the yeast PDI (2B5E) structure.
The (a-e) series and the overlapped structures (f) correspond to a side view, and
the (a'-e') series and the overlapped structures (f') correspond to a axial view. The
selected conformers in Figures (f) and (f') are aligned using domains b and b' as the
structural basis. These gures show an anti-coordinated sideways motion of domains
a and a' with respect to b and b' , and with domain a' moving to a greater extent
than domain a .
and sideways motion observed in the overlapped structures in Figure 5.11f and f',
and in the maximum and minimum inter-cysteine distance in Figure 5.8c is much
smaller than for modem9. The overlapping of domains a and a' between conformers
 2500 (dark blue) and  1200 (light blue), and between conformers 2500 (red) and
1200 (orange) in Figure 5.11f and 5.11f' corresponds to the simulation stage where
the structure is reaching the stereochemical or bond network limit. Therefore the
geometric simulation struggles to nd a conformation that respects stereochemical
constraints and t the ghost templates while moving along the normal mode of
motion.
5.3.8 Coordinated sideways motion: mode m11
The sequence of conformers obtained for mode m11 show a coordinated sideways
motion of both domains a and a' with respect to the base b-b' , see Figure 5.12f
and 5.12f'. In this case the inter-cysteine distance does not reect domain motion to
its true extent since the domains and therefore the active sites move simultaneously
to the same direction, see Figure 5.8d. This highlights the need to include dierent
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Figure 5.10: Conformational change for modem9 of the yeast PDI (2B5E) structure.
The conformers in panels (a-e), (a'-e'), (f) and (f') correspond to the same conformer
sequence as in Figure 5.6 and 5.9. A side view is shown in panels (a-e) and (f), and
an axial view is shown in panels (a'-e') and (f'). The selected conformers in Figures
(f) and (f') are aligned using domains b and b' as the structural basis. The sequence
of conformers in panels (f) and (f') show an anti-coordinated rotation of domains a
and a' with respect to b and b' . Mode m9 also shows that domain a' rotates to a
greater extent than domain a . However, the axis of rotation for domain a' is near
the coinciding end of the -helices dened by residues 407-426.
measures to track protein motion in the geometrical simulations software.
5.3.9 Eects of Ecut on protein mobility
Six dierent Ecut were selected to investigate how reducing the number of hydrogen
bonds aects protein mobility.
The evolution of inter-cysteines active sites distance d
(m7)
cc shown in Figure
5.7 denes a double hinge-like motion where the active sites in domain a' and a
move towards or away from each other for conformers 0 to 2500 and 0 to  2500
respectively. The simulation using the highest Ecut at Ecut =  0:003 kcal/mol
and Ecut =  0:015 kcal/mol show that yeast PDI motion is restricted compared
with lower Ecut. Similarly, the distance between active sites for Ecut =  0:133
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Figure 5.11: Conformational change for mode m10 of the yeast PDI (2B5E) struc-
ture. Conformers in panels (f) and (f') show the coordinated motion of domains a
and a' with respect to b and b' . In this case, domain a rotates over itself, whereas
domain a' moves sideways. Despite mode m10 showing similar types of motions to
other modes, the direction of motion a' and the axis of rotation for domain a are
dierent compared to other modes.
kcal/mol also appears to be restricted but to a lesser extent, with the inter-cysteine
distance reaching a constant value before reaching conformers 2500. However,
the subsequent simulations at lower Ecut, Ecut =  0:522 kcal/mol, Ecut =  0:885
kcal/mol and Ecut = 1:412 kcal/mol show increased and consistent protein mobility
so that the maximum and minimum distance between active sites d
(mj)
cc increases
notably. This behaviour is consistent for Ecut <  0:522 kcal/mol. The lowering of
the Ecut aects protein motion dierently when the protein structure is opening, i.e.
from conformer 0 to  2500 or negative direction of motion, than when the structure
is closing, i.e. from conformer 0 to 2500 or positive direction of motion. It appears
that the high density of weak bonds at low Ecut, i.e. Ecut >  0:522 constrains the
opening (Figure 5.7) of yeast PDI while only steric eects limit the closing.
The eects of varying the Ecut on the rotations and side translations shown
in modes m8; : : : ;m11 also implies that the high density of bonds present at higher
Ecut restrain domain rotation and translation. The motion of the initial structure
always saturates after just a few conformers when the protein network is constrained
by the lowest Ecut, i.e. Ecut =  0:003 kcal/mol and Ecut =  0:015 kcal/mol.
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Figure 5.12: Conformational change for mode m11 of the yeast PDI (2B5E) struc-
ture. The conformers in panels (a) and (a') show two axial views of the coordinated
side motion of domains a and a' with respect to domains b and b' . Mode m11
shows a larger motion of domain a' than domain a . As for previous modes, the
axis of motion for domain a' is quite dierent compared to modes m8 : : :m10.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Rigidity analysis: Domain recognition
The rigidity analysis computed on yeast PDI structure reveals very similar structural
features to the ones described previously by biochemical and structural studies [63,
61]. Biochemical previously identied yeast PDI domain organization and exible
regions [61]. The complete crystal structure of Yeast PDI [63] revealed four well
dierentiated domains a-b-b'-a' and conrmed the existence of the linker region
x between domains b' and a' that had previously been identied by experimental
proteolysis [61]. Such distribution of domains and exible regions corresponds with
the rigidity and exibility distribution shown by the complete and 'mini' RCD graphs
5.3 and 5.4, which show four rigid clusters that correspond to domains a-b-b'-a'
and two main inter-domain exible regions that link domain b' with a' , and domain
b with a . The examination of the inter-domain contacts of the crystallised protein
structure revealed that the interaction between domains b and b' is quite tight
with a buried area of (' 700A2). The inter-domain contacts between the base b-b'
and domains a and a' are loosely connected with a negligibly small contact area
of (' 200A2) in each case [63]. Therefore, the rigid analysis captures not only the
overall structural distribution of the domains but also more detailed features that
have been previously identied experimentally.
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5.4.2 Domain motion
It has been shown experimentally that the catalytic activity of yeast PDI requires a
conformationally exible molecule in order to perform its function [62]. This implies
that the domains containing the active sites must move with respect to each other
[72, 63, 62]. This prompted our choice of the inter-cysteine distance d
(mj)
cc as an
initial measure to investigate more detailed mobility features. The monitoring of
the inter-cysteine distance for the lowest frequency modes clearly indicates that yeast
PDI undergoes a large conformational change for several modes. Hence, the span
of conformational space that the protein explores appears to be wide ( 40A). In
addition to these large conformational changes, the methodology reveals more details
about the protein motion. It identies the ranges of motion for each normal mode
and the type of motion for each of them while taking into account the constraints
introduced by the network of bonds and by the stereochemical constraints.
The use of the inter-cysteine distance as a measure to investigate yeast PDI
motion shows that the structure undergoes a large conformational change for the
lowest frequency modes investigated. This gives an indication of how much the
domains can move with respect to each other. This is particularly important since it
makes possible to have an indication of the evolution of interatomic distances during
protein motion. This implies that it is possible to answer specic questions for a
given protein structure or guide experiments that would otherwise be impossible
to tackle. For example, cross-linking experiments require the cross-linker ends to
bind to the cystine groups on both domains to verify the distance between them.
Hence, having an indication of the maximum and minimum distances between active
sites makes it possible to narrow down the number of cross-linker lengths to choose
from and therefore to reduce costs and experimental time. Likewise, the information
provided by this methodology is very valuable to assist in deciding which uorescent
pairs are more suitable to undertake FRET experiments since the distance range
of uorescent eciency for a given set of uorescent pairs varies depending on the
pairs available.
5.4.3 Comparison with experimental data
Several structural studies pointed out at the a and a' domain linkers exibility
[62, 63] without bringing consensus of which one is the most exible. Proteolysis
experiments [61] indicate that the a domain arm was cleaved o much easier than
the other. On the basis of this result, the authors suggested that the a domain arm
must be the most exible and therefore that domain a will be moving the most.
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The results obtained from the rigidity analysis indicate that both domain linkers
have similar rigidity properties. Both regions become exible so that the linkers can
move freely for Ecut <  0:522 kcal/mol. However, the a domain arm still retains a
small rigid -helix within the exible arm up to very low Ecut, i.e. Ecut <  1:412
kcal/mol. Meanwhile, the a' domain arm, i.e. the x region, appears to be fully
exible for Ecut <  0:522 kcal/mol. The geometric simulation results indicate that
domain a' is moving the most with respect to the base dened by domains b-b' .
It is not possible to make denitive conclusions on which linker is the most
exible one and which domain achieves the largest range of motion with the data
available. However, a suggestion arising from the rigidity analysis and which is not
in contradiction with previous experimental data [61] is that, although the x region
is longer and both linkers are similarly exible, the enzyme could nd it easier to
digest the a domain arm due to other structural or biochemical features rather than
how exible the region might be. For example, if the structure spends most time in
a conformation that leaves the a domain arm more exposed.
A recent study [29] applying NMA to yeast PDI reported the motion using
the same yeast PDI crystal structure (code 2B5E). However, the authors reported
only the lowest frequency mode m7 and gave an indication of the protein's motion
without exploring the limits of motion. It is reassuring that their results correlate
with the negative direction of motion for mode m7 as reported here. The dierence
being that I choose the b-b' domains as a base and they use the center of domains
a-b-b' as an origin to dene the motion.
5.4.4 Cuto energies and protein mobility
I reviewed the eects of generating geometric simulations using dierent Ecut from
the rigidity analysis to investigate the mobility under dierent gradations of coarse
graining, i.e. the number of residues considered to be rigid is dierent for each of the
Ecut selected from the rigidity analysis as reported in Figure 5.4. By decreasing the
Ecut, the number of hydrogen bonds participating in the hydrogen bond network
decreases, i.e. the weaker bonds up to the chosen Ecut are removed. Therefore,
by decreasing the number of bonds the protein network can potentially acquire
improved mobility. The analysis of yeast PDI mobility over a set of normal modes
and over a range of six Ecut shows restricted mobility for higher Ecut.
It is worth noting that inter-cysteine distance is not consistently increasing
as a the Ecut decreases. Lower Ecut reduce the number of bonds that constraint
protein mobility and therefore it is expected that this will increase protein mobility.
However, the evolution of the inter-cysteine distance shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8
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is, for some modes, dierent of what it would be expected. For example, the inter-
cysteine distance for modem10 does not show a homogeneous increase in mobility as
the Ecut decreases. The maximum inter-cysteine distance at Ecut =  0:885 kcal/mol
as the motion is directed along the positive direction is d
(m10)
 0:885 = 33A, which is
above d
(m10)
 1:412. Also, some modes show higher standard deviation values for a given
Ecut and not for others without a clear pattern that could be extracted between
them. It is unclear what could explain this behaviour. However, the limitations of
tting atoms to ghost templates and the lack of an energy minimisation procedure
in Froda have been previously highlighter and could be the responsible of these
abnormalities.
5.5 Conclusions
It is very reassuring that the results from the rigidity and mobility analyses are in
good agreement with previous structural and biochemical studies. Nevertheless, this
also brought up new questions to be addressed. Three or four questions are the most
urgent. First, would an all atoms simulation method like M.D. also reveal similar
mobility features? Second, would the distribution of rigid and exible regions hold
during such simulation? In other words, would the intradomain structural distribu-
tion change during protein motion? And third, would the distance between active
sites be comparable across dierent simulation methods? To address these questions
I started up a collaboration with M. Bhattacharyya and Prof. S. Vishveshwara at
the Indian Institute of Sciences (Bangalore-India). They carried out a 30ns and
a 10ns MD simulations and extracted data to monitor the mobility of yeast PDI
(2B5E). The results from these simulations are reported in chapter 6.
The range of motion dened in terms of active sites distance provides quan-
titative data that could be compared with experimental data but also guide exper-
iments. In this regard, I performed cross-linking experiments to provide a rough
measure of the inter-cysteine distance, see chapter 7. The inter-cysteine maximum
and minimum distances d
(mj)
max ' 55A and d(mj)min ' 15A were a valuable guide to
narrow down the choice of cross-linkers. Likewise, we also found the range of inter-
cysteine motion provides useful information to narrow down the choice of FRET
pairs that would be functional or have a better resolution within that distance range.
In summary, the investigation of yeast PDI mobility guided by normal modes
has proven to identify the large conformational changes previously revealed by ex-
perimental data, provided new insights that had not previously been revealed and
served as basis to guide experiments.
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Chapter 6
MD simulations of yeast PDI
6.1 Introduction
Although protein mobility simulation methods have been evolving dramatically over
the last decades, the gold standard during these years has been MD. Several coarse
graining techniques have emerged with dierent capabilities and limitations, but
usually faster time performances. Although the accuracy of coarse graining tech-
niques has been held under certain scepticism by biologists and biochemists [27],
there is a growing interest in using coarse graining models. However, there are still
many questions to be answered in regard to the validation and limitations of coarse
graining models.
This chapter reports the results from the 30ns and 10ns MD simulations car-
ried out by our collaborators M. Bhattacharyya and Prof. S. Vishveshwara at the
Indian Institute of Sciences (Bangalore-India) on yeast PDI (2B5E). The purpose
is two fold: rst, to present and compare the results and limitations of two protein
simulation methods to identify the intra-domain variability, i.e. to compare struc-
tural similarity between each individual domain during an MD simulation and the
rigidity distribution; and second, to compare the conformational space explored by
MD and the hybrid coarse graining method (HCG) as presented in chapter 4.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Protein preparation
The structural properties of yeast PDI were examined by performing all atom MD
simulations using the standard AMBER9 force eld package and the same PDB
structure (2B5E) used during the HCG simulations in chapter 5. Aqueous solvation
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was modelled using the explicit solvent TIP3P water model and temperature main-
tained constant at 300K. The initial structure was stabilised by doing an energy
minimization. Thereafter two MD simulation runs were performed. The rst simu-
lation was initiated from crystallographic coordinates to explore yeast PDI confor-
mational space during a long-range 30ns simulation which took up to 94 days using
16 processors on an Intel Xeon Sun Microsystems cluster. The purpose of this sim-
ulation was to identify the conformational space that yeast PDI is able to explore,
extract structural and mobility data to compare with the geometric simulations pre-
sented in the previous chapter. The second simulation was initiated using the most
closed conformational structure dened by the geometric simulation over mode m7
presented in chapter 5 and lasted 10ns. The purpose of this simulation was to clarify
if the most closed conformational state obtained by the coarse graining method is a
stable structure. Note that the initial results on the MD 30ns simulations identied
a conformation with a minimum inter-cysteine distance of d
(MD)
min ' 22A.
The approach of coarse graining rigid regions as pseudo units to minimise the
computational expense assumes that the thermal variations of the residues within
the selected rigid clusters is small enough to consider that the residues in such re-
gions are moving together with no intra-cluster relative motion. Obviously the rigid
clusters are considered to be strictly rigid during the coarse grained simulation and
the domains move along the lowest frequency modes as single units so the intra-
domain RMSD values are the same during these simulations. The hypothesis that
a rigid cluster stays constrained throughout moving along a normal mode has not
been tested to our knowledge. Therefore, comparing with an all atom simulation
technique to corroborate this fact seems the most straightforward available path.
Hence, during the 30ns MD simulation on the same yeast PDI structure the struc-
tural variation was monitored in terms of RMSD values for the whole protein and
for each domain.
Although I highlighted the limitations of using RMSD as a measure for char-
acterising conformational change in chapter 4, specially when comparing between
dierent proteins, RMSD is generally a useful measure to compare structural vari-
ations of the same protein.
6.2.2 Inter-cysteine distance
In the previous chapter I introduced the inter-cysteine active sites distance as a
measure to identify if yeast PDI undergoes a large conformational change. Although
using the inter-cysteine distance is a simple approach to identify protein motion, it
provides interesting and useful information in this case. The results in chapter 5
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Domain Residue Atom ID
a 61 599
a 90 1039
a' 406 5979
Table 6.1: Yeast PDI domains containing the residues and -carbons ID numbers
for the cysteine residues of interest. This table summarises the domains where
the active site cysteine residues are located in the tertiary structure and the atom
identication numbers of the -carbons that are used to track the active sites relative
motion in the a and a' domains of yeast PDI. I use residue number and atom ID
interchangeably but the inter-cysteine distance is always accounted using the -
carbons as a reference.
show that the largest conformational change that yeast PDI undergoes along the
lowest frequency modes, is a double-hinge motion where the active site cysteine
residues move away and towards each other. Thus, during the MD simulation the
inter-cysteine distances is monitored. The atoms ID used as reference points are the
-carbon's atom ID chosen to represent the cysteine groups of interest, see Table 6.1.
There are two active sites in the protein structure that contribute to the catalytic
activity of yeast PDI, residues 61 and 64 in domain a and residues 406 and 409 in
domain a' . The other cysteine residue of interest is buried within the domain a
structure (residue 90). For the purposes of tracking protein motions, the -carbons
of interest are reported in Table 6.1 and shown in Figure 6.1. These -carbons will
be used as end points to measure the \active sites" distance d
(MD)
cc .
6.3 Results
6.3.1 RMSD: structural variation
Initially, when comparing the motion of the whole structure, the RMSD values in-
crease up to  8A in just  0:25ns of MD simulation, which indicates that the
structure is very inclined to move away from the initial crystal coordinates. There-
after, the protein structure explores the conformational space, as shows Figure 6.3a,
with RMSD values oscillating around  7A for most of the remaining simulation
time and reach a maximum values of  10  12A but only very briey.
The evolution of the RMSD values from the HCG method and for the lowest
frequency mode m7 at a Ecut =  0:522 kcal/mol, show a smooth increase up to
RMSD  10A. At this point the increase in the standard deviation for the negative
direction of motion suggested that the protein is hitting stereochemical constraints,
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Figure 6.1: Yeast PDI tertiary structure from HCG simulations. Each coloured area
identies the residues belonging to a rigid cluster as dened by First (see chapter
5.5) and the coloured spheres indicate the cysteine -carbons of interest. The blue
sphere corresponds to the -carbon atom of the cysteine active site within the a'
domain (ID 5979), the red sphere to the -carbon atom also of a cysteine active
site but within the a domain (ID 599) and the green sphere corresponds to the
-carbon atom of the buried cysteine in the a domain (ID 1079). The coloured
lines represent the inter-cysteine distance between the cysteine's -carbon atoms
(599-5979) and between the (5979-1039) atoms. The red dashed line corresponds to
the distance between the two active sites in domains a' and a ; and the blue line
between the active site in domain a' and the -carbon atom of the buried cysteine
in domain a . The green dashed line between the two cysteine's -carbon atoms in
domain a goes through the rigid cluster since the (ID 1039) -carbon atom is buried
within the rigid cluster. The inter-cysteine distances shown for this conformer are
dHCG599 5979 = 26:2A and dHCG1079 5979 ' 32:3A.
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Figure 6.2: Close up view of the yeast PDI tertiary structure from MD simulations.
The coloured spheres and coloured lines identify the same cysteine -carbon atoms
and distances between them shown in Figure 6.1. The inter-cysteine distances shown
for this particular MD conformer are dMD599 5979 = 25:8A and dMD1079 5979 ' 33:9A.
see Figure 6.3b.
Although the methodologies to investigate protein motion are dierent, the
RMSD maximum values are similar in both cases. Each method explores the pro-
tein's conformational space dierently. The hybrid coarse graining method explores
protein mobility using a bias motion along a normal mode, whereas MD explores
all the available conformational space during each simulation using force elds.
6.3.2 Intra-domain RMSD
The intra-domain MD RMSD values in Figure 6.4 show that there is a rigidity
gradation across the domains. Domain a shows the lowest structural variation and
a' is the domain showing the highest. Lower RMSD values indicate that the domain
structure is more stable and with less exible regions or residues that contribute
to intra-domain mobility. Therefore, domain a is the most tightly bound domain
according to the MD simulation. This correlates with the rigidity analysis previously
shown in chapter 4 where it was shown that there is a rigidity gradation across
domains, and that domain a is the most rigid and domain a' the most exible one.
Therefore the RMSD intradomain variations throughout the MD simulation show
similar rigidity gradation across the domains to the rigidity distribution identied
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Figure 6.3: RMSD as a function of time for MD simulation and versus conformer
generated during the HCG simulation for yeast PDI. MD data courtesy of M. Bhat-
tacharyya and Prof. S. Vishveshwara. (a) The values are obtained by comparing the
initial structure from crystal coordinates to the conformers generated during a 30ns
MD simulation. After starting the simulation, at time  0ns, the protein quickly
moves to reach RMSD values of 6A and then up to 10A in a relatively short period
of time. Thereafter, the conformational RMSD values oscillate around  6A for
most of the simulation, with the exception of a few higher values between 8  12A.
Panel (b) shows the RMSD values relative to the initial structure against the con-
formers generated using the hybrid coarse graining method presented in chapter 4.5.
The data presented corresponds to the projection of the initial structure along the
lowest frequency mode m7, for the positive and negative direction of motion and at
a Ecut =  0:522 kcal/mol.
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Figure 6.4: RMSD as a function of simulation time for yeast PDI domains. MD data
courtesy of M. Bhattacharyya and Prof. S. Vishveshwara. The values are obtained
by overlapping each domain from the initial crystal structure with itself from the
conformers generated during a 30ns MD simulation. Domain a' exhibits the highest
values and domain a the lowest.
using FIRST.
6.3.3 Monitoring the inter-cysteine distances
During the MD simulation the inter-cysteine distance was monitored for the three
cysteine -carbon pairs of interest (61  406), (90  406) and (61  90), see Figure
6.5. Residues (61   90) belong to domain a , the most rigid of the four domains.
Therefore, the inter-cysteine distance d599 1079 between the -carbons (599  1079)
of the residues (61   90) are expected to remain constant throughout the 30ns
simulation. Indeed the results in Figure 6.5 show that the inter-cysteine distance
remains constant d599 1079 ' 11A during the MD simulation.
The inter-domain distances between the -carbons atoms (599   5979) and
(1039  5979) of the cysteine groups (61  406) and (90  406) vary approximately
between a minimum of d
(MD)
min ' 22A and a maximum of d(MD)max ' 70A. Hence the
range of motion for the cysteine groups with respect to each other is  50A. It is
worth noting that d1079 599 and d599 5979 vary with respect to each other during
the simulation. For example, for t = 0:5ns the d1079 599 and d599 5979 are almost
identical whereas at t = 2ns the dierence is  11A. This indicates that there must
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Figure 6.5: Evolution of inter-cysteine distances between cysteine pairs for the 30ns
simulation. MD data courtesy of M. Bhattacharyya and Prof. S. Vishveshwara. The
three cysteine residues are (61 and 406) for the active sites and (90) for the buried
cysteine group. The -carbon atoms ID numbers corresponding to these residues
are (599   5979) for the active sites at the a and a' domains respectively, and
(1039) for the buried cysteine group in the a domain. The intra-domain distance
between cysteine -carbon (599  1039) is measured and shown to remain constant
during the simulation, whereas the inter-cysteine distance between -carbon atoms
(599   5979) and (5979   1039) changes according to the conformational change
adopted by the protein structure.
be at least two types of motion occurring during the MD simulation, a double-
hinge motion to account for the large inter-cysteine distance range of  50A and a
domain rotation or translation to account for the changes in relative values between
d599 5979 and d1079 599 as illustrated in Figure 6.2. Hence, the comparison of results
between the MD and the HCG simulations reveal that the minimum and maximum
inter-cysteine distances are: d
(HCG)
min ' 15A and d(HCG)max ' 55A , i.e. a maximum
range of  40A, and d(MD)min ' 22A and a maximum of d(MD)max ' 70A. This suggested
that perhaps that the most closed conformer (obtained from the HCG method) is
not a stable structure. Since MD simulations showed no conformers with such low
inter-cysteine distance. This would imply that the hybrid coarse graining method
is able to reach a conformation that goes unnoticed for the 30ns MD simulation due
to the dierent simulation approach.
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Figure 6.6: Conformers with same active sites distance during the MD 30ns sim-
ulation. MD data courtesy of M. Bhattacharyya and Prof. S. Vishveshwara. The
number of conformers (Nc) that display the same distances between cysteine active
sites in domains a and a' reveal that the preferred inter-cysteine distance is  40A.
6.3.4 Stability of the closest conformer
The discrepancy between MD and HCG minimum distance prompted a 10ns MD
simulation using the closest conformer from the HCG simulation as an initial input
to determine if the most closed conformer was a stable structure. The results of
the 10ns simulation as shown in Figure 6.7 indicate that the inter-cysteine distances
remains stable throughout the 10ns simulation, which implies that the protein struc-
ture is stable.
6.3.5 Preferred inter-cysteine distance
The inter-cysteine distance histogram for the MD simulation shown in Figure 6.6
reveals that yeast PDI spends most of the 30ns simulation time displaying confor-
mations that have an inter-cysteine distance between ' 35A and ' 50  55A. And
it spends very little time in conformations with an inter-cysteine distance close to
the initial inter-cysteine distance d0599 5979 ' 27A from the initial crystal structure.
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Figure 6.7: Evolution of inter-cysteine distances between cysteine pairs for the 10ns
simulation. MD data courtesy of M. Bhattacharyya and Prof. S. Vishveshwara.
The three cysteines residues and -carbon ID numbers are the same as before, i.e.
atom ID (599-5979) for the active sites at the a and a' domains respectively, and
(1039) for the buried cysteine -carbon in the a domain. The intra-domain distance
between cysteines (599-1039) again remains constant during the simulation. In
this case, the inter-cysteine distance between (599-5979) and between (5979-1039)
change but the inter-cysteine distances vary within a range of  6 7A, i.e. between
 20  36A for the (5979-1039) pair and between  9 16A for the (599-5979) pair.
However, the two inter-cysteine distances variations appear to be coordinated or
symmetrical.
6.4 Discussion
One of the main dierences between the MD and the NMA based HCG method
is that NMA identies all the possible directions or modes of motion and ranks
them according to their amplitude. A given direction of motion (or mode) can be
used to guide protein motion individually or as a combination of various modes.
By contrast, an MD simulation explores all the conformational space accessible to
the protein according to the force elds used and produces a single trajectory of
the protein structure along its conformational space. Despite these methodological
dierences between modelling using an all atom force eld method and a coarse
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graining approach to model protein motion, both methods identify yeast PDI's abil-
ity to undergo a large conformational change, identify the most rigid and most
exible domains, and give a good indication of the types of motion of yeast PDI.
The two approaches reveal results that are only possible for one of the two
methods. On one hand, the 30ns MD simulation data reveals in Figure 6.6 yeast
PDI's preferred conformational state in terms of inter-cysteine distances. On the
other hand, the HCG method is able to explore protein motion at a low compu-
tational cost for directions of motion dened by normal modes of motion. Hence,
computational resources to run the simulations are much less for the HCG method
than for MD simulations; that is CPU time of hours or days for the HCG method
and weeks or months for MD simulations. Second, the HCG method is able to
identify a conformational state that may be dicult for MD simulations to reach.
6.5 Conclusions
The comparison of the protein simulations over yeast PDI clearly reveals several
points. First, there is a consensus in identifying that yeast PDI undergoes a large
conformational change and that there is an double-hinge and a domain rotation
type of motion. Second, the rigidity distribution of each domain is well captured
by both methods. Third, the short MD 10ns simulation conrms that the most
closed structure identied by NMA is stable and suggests that there part of the
conformational space was not explored during the MD 30ns simulation.
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Chapter 7
Crosslinking experiments with
yeast and human PDI
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters I have reported the results of investigating yeast PDI using
a HCG method and MD simulations. Both method agreed that yeast PDI undergoes
a large conformational change but there are dierences in identifying the maximum
and minimum inter-cystein distances. There are at least two experimental tech-
niques that can be used to test these results, protein cross-linking and FRET. It is
possible to crosslink the active sites of yeast PDI in the a and a' domains with the
aid of Bismaleimide constructs which bind to the exposed active cysteine residues.
By using constructs of dierent lengths it should be possible to identify a minimum
inter-cysteine distance. Alternatively, a more sophisticated experimental technique
that will allow to identify inter-cysteine distances but also to monitor the dynamics
of yeast PDI is FRET. By attaching two uorescent markers, one on each active
site, it is possible to monitor the distance between the two markers and therefore
monitor the relative distance between active sites1.
Here I report the crosslinking experiments we carried out on yeast and human
PDI using Bismaleimide constructs containing six (BM-6) and two (BM-2) -carbon
groups respectively and space arm distance separating the maleamide groups of
approximately 12A and 6A respectively. Since the maleamide groups bind to PDI's
exposed active sites and if the inter-cysteine is close enough they will crosslink to
1The experimental work presented in this chapter was carried out in partnership with John
Blood, a fellow PhD student, at the Structural Biology laboratory, School of Life Sciences, War-
wick. Hereby, I acknowledge John Blood's guidance and the joint work in carrying out during the
experimental work here presented.
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both sites.
7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Sample preparation: Cell inoculation
To express yeast PDI with a six histidine tag (his-tag), the plasmid 'LR370' (1l) was
used to transform 1l of competent cells containing the E. coli strain BL21 (pLysS).
Then the mixture was left to rest for 15 minutes. In the meantime, Chloroam-
phenicol antibiotic ( 25l) was spread onto an agar Lysogeny broth (LB) plate
(a nutritionally rich medium primarily used for the growth of bacteria) that al-
ready contained the antibiotic Ampicillin. After sterilising the bench with alcohol
and using a bunsen burner to create a sterile space, the sample of competent cells
transformed with the plasmid was added to the agar plate and left overnight at
37oC.
7.2.2 Sample preparation: Cell growth
On the next day, a single colony was picked from two agar plates and inoculated
with 50ml of LB medium, 50 l of Ampicillin and 50l of Chloroamphenicol in a
250ml ask. The ax was placed in the incubator overnight stirring at 200 r.p.m.
and 37oC for the culture to grow.
The optical density (OD) of the cell culture was measured at 600nm to iden-
tify the optimal culture density necessary to inoculate a larger volume of culture.
The spectrometer was calibrated using sterile water. A sample from a 100l cell
culture diluted in 900l of water was measured to obtain the OD and identify the
concentration needed to inoculate a larger culture volume. This step is required to
obtain cells replicating at a favourable life-cycle point so that the PDI yield is max-
imised. The new culture was grown in two 2l asks containing 400ml of LB, 400l of
Chloroamphenicol and 400l Ampicillin and 4:4ml sample of the previous culture.
Then, the culture was placed in the incubator at 37oC and the OD was monitored
regularly after one hour to identify the start of the exponential phase of cell growth.
When cell growth reached the optimal rate, i.e. OD = 0:45   0:5, the culture was
induced with Isopropyl--D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), which is a lactose like
compound that allows control of gene expression for PDI production. The culture
was incubated at 37oC and 180 r.p.m. for approximately four hours. The culture
was then centrifuged at 5000 r.p.m. for 20 minutes to harvest the cells which form a
pellet. Thereafter the media was poured out and the pellet resuspended in 1=10 of
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the original volume. Phosphate solution A buer (20mM) was added to this mixture
to stabilise pH.
The re-suspended cell pellet was stored in the freezer over night and then
brought to room temperature by placing it in a water bath at room temperature.
The overnight freezing and 30 seconds of sonication lyse (breaks down) the cells.
The lysed cells were centrifuged again to concentrate all the insoluble cell debris
down to a pellet and leave the soluble protein in the media.
The purication of PDI from the soluble part of the cells was achieved using
an immobilised metal anity chromatography (IMAC) column. The IMAC column
was constructed using a syringe as a container and a piece of glass wool acting as
a lter. Then 6ml of Sepharose gel was added onto the glass wool and rinsed with
25ml of pure water after the gel had sank for 10 minutes to remove any dirt that
would be deposited. Subsequently 2ml of 0:2M Nickel Cloride (NiCl2) was added to
the gel. The Ni binds to the Sepharose gel and will also bind to the hexa-histidine
groups that are expressed at the beginning of the PDI sequence. Finally, 25ml of
Acetate (0:5M NaCl at pH 3:0) was added into the syringe to remove the weakly
bound Ni and then 25ml of buer A to stabilise the pH and leave the IMAC ready
for use before adding the solution containing the cell soluble protein media.
The total protein media from the soluble part of the broken up cells was
then loaded into the IMAC column so that it will ow through the gel and the
histidine tag binds to the gel. 10ml of 25mM Imidazole, 0:5M Sodium Cloride and
20mM Sodium phosphate (pH 7:3) were added to the column followed by 25ml of
Buer A with a low salt solution (20mM Sodium Phosphate pH 7:3) to clear up the
proteins and cell debris that are not attached to the column. The PDI bound to the
Ni2+-sepharose gel was then eluted using 25ml 50mM of Ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA), 20mM sodium phosphate (pH 7:3). The OD of the elute sample was
monitored at an amplitude of 280nm (A280) to identify PDI in the sample and a
SDS-PAGE gel experiment was carried out to corroborate that the sample contains
PDI. In order to remove the nickel and EDTA, the eluted sample was placed in a
dialysis tube-membrane.
7.2.3 Ion exchange chromatography
The next purication step was performed using ion exchange chromatography (IEC).
This technique allows to separate proteins with dierent binding charge or strength.
The proteins ow down the IEC column and their charge determine how strongly
bound they are to the column's electrically charged resin. The IEC column was
connected to a pumping system to circulate the solutions through the column and
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Figure 7.1: Bismaleimide construct. The Bismaleimide constructs bind to the active
sites residues represented by the group at the chain. The maleimide groups bind
to the active residues and to the (CH2)
N groups. The number of (CH2)
N groups
determines the length of the space arm distance separating the maleimide groups.
a system to collect fractions of samples according to the protein's charges. The
column was rst cleaned and equilibrated by ltering a low salt buer (using buer
A) to get rid of the lightly bound proteins. Then a salt gradient was applied over
time using a mix of high and low salt concentration buer (buer B). The process
starts with a ow through of 100% buer A and 0% buer B and slowly increasing
the percentage of buer B meanwhile reducing the % of buer A until reaching 0%
buer A and 100% buer B. During this process the proteins bound to the resin
are progressively being collected into fraction tubes according to their ionic binding
strength.
7.2.4 Calculating protein concentration
Protein concentration was determined using Beer-Lambert law:
Pc = (A280  (d))D (7.1)
Where Pc denotes protein concentration [mol  l 1], (A280) is the sample
absorbance at 280nm (no units),  the extinction coecient [M 1  cm  1], 'd' the
path length [cm] and D the sample dilution. Then the yield was calculated using:
Y = Pc  Vo (7.2)
Where Vo denotes the total volume collected and Y the yield. Finally the
total mass (M) of the protein sample was calculated using the yield and the protein's
molecular weight (m) as follows:
M = Y m (7.3)
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7.2.5 Crosslinking experiment and SDS page gel
Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was used
to dierentiate between proteins with dierent cross-sections. The gels are discon-
tinuous and consisted of a resolving gel (pH 8:8) and a stacking gel (pH 6:8). The
human and yeast PDI samples are crosslinked using two dierent Bismaleimide
constructs containing six (BM-2) and two (BM-6) -carbon groups respectively as
shown in Figure 7.1. The \space-arm" distance separating the maleamide groups
is approximately 6A and 12A respectively. The maleamide groups bind to PDI's
exposed active sites and if the inter-cysteine is close enough they will crosslink to
both sites. When the samples are reduced and unfolded after adding DTT (a strong
reducing agent) and SDS (a denaturing detergent), the crosslinked constructs dis-
play a smaller cross section than the reduced structures. When crosslinked and not
crosslinked samples travel through the SDS-gel they travel dierent distances due
to their dierent cross sections. The speed of the samples across the gel depends
on the voltage applied and on the proteins cross sections. Hence, dierent proteins
will travel through the SDS-gel at dierent speeds depending on their cross section.
If comparing a crosslinked and not crosslinked protein, the cross sections will be
dierent as shown in Figure 7.2, so that they will travel at dierent speeds. Thus,
it is possible to identify if the two constructs are present in the sample with the aid
of appropriate molecular weight markers.
Each of three dierent compounds were mixed with a yeast and human
PDI protein volume, i.e. NEM (N-Ethylmaleimide, containing an Imide functional
group), BM-2 and BM-6. The three sets of compounds for each PDI species are
placed into a 30oC bath and 25l samples are collected at intervals of 30, 40, 60
and 80 minutes for the yeast and human PDI containing either BM-2 or BM-6, and
then at 80 minutes for the NEM containing yeast and human PDI containing com-
pounds. Right after sample collection, SDS loading buer (10% Mercaptoethanol)
and of DTT (0:5M) were added. Thereafter, the samples are heated to 95oC for 10
minutes before placing 10l of each mixture in an gel lane. Hence, gel lanes contain
the following selected samples for yeast and human PDI: a marker (M), a sample of
pure PDI as control (PDI), a sample of PDI with NEM and a series of four samples
collected from the bath at the above-mention times for PDI with BM-2 and BM-6
respectively.
The samples run across the gel driven by means of applying a voltage of 60V
for 20 minutes for the sample to run through the stacking gel and then a voltage
of 180V for approximately 50 minutes until the dye marker runs out of the gel.
Thus, the protein sample reaches closest to the end of the gel to allow for a better
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(a) (c)
(b) (d)
Figure 7.2: Cartoon representation of crosslinked PDI. The domains are represented
by blue ellipses when folded and a thin line when unfolded, the active sites are shown
as red rings and the crosslinker as a dashed black line.(a) Shows the folded PDI in
its native state, in red the active sites. (b) Shows the denatured PDI sequence.
(c) Shows a crosslinked PDI structure in its folded state. (d) Shows a denatured
crosslinked PDI sequence. The samples that run through the gel will move faster
when crosslinked than when unfolded as the protein cross section is smaller. Hence
the crosslinked polypeptide chain oers less resistance to moving through the gel
than the unfolded-not-crosslinked chain. Note: drawings not to scale.
resolution between the bands, i.e. between the crosslinked and not crosslined PDI
structures. Finally, the gels were stained using Coomassie Blue dye.
7.3 Results
The two SDS-PAGE gels were produced one for yeast and one for human PDI are
shown in Figure 7.3. The gels show a dierent results for the two PDI species.
Human PDI appears to crosslink with BM-6 as the double blue bands below the
97kDa marker height of human PDI gel and BM-6 bands indicate. This is true for
all the samples collected at dierent time intervals, although it is less clear for the
sample collected at 30 minutes. This indicate that the reactive cysteine groups of
the human structure can get closer than 12A.
On the contrary there appears to be no crosslinking for yeast PDI for neither
the Bismaleimide constructs BM-2 nor BM-6. Therefore, the minimum yeast PDI
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Figure 7.3: SDS-Page gel. The top gel reports the bands for human PDI and the
gel at the bottom the bands for yeast PDI. The letter (M) denotes the lane for the
marker and the blue bands within this lane denote markers at 97kDa for the top
one and 66kDa for the bottom one. The direction that the samples move across
the gel is from top to bottom and the typical band for PDIs is  56kDa. The next
lane contains a pure sample of human or yeast PDI as a control and without any
modications, (NEM) denotes the gel lane containing human or yeast PDI NEM
treated and the remaining lanes contain samples of human or yeast PDI with the
crosslinker BM-2 or BM-6 collected at the given time intervals from the bath. The
gels initially suggest that human PDI crosslinks with BM-6 but not for yeast PDI.
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inter-cysteine distance must be bigger than 12A to the BM-6 distance of 12A. These
results agree so far with the simulation results presented in chapters 5 and 6. The
HCG and the MD simulation showed that the minimum yeast PDI inter-cysteine
distance was found to be d
(HCG)
min ' 15A and d(MD)min ' 22A.
7.4 Conclusions
Despite the simplicity of the experiment it is clear that the two protein structures
have a dierent minimum inter-cysteine distance. Furthermore, despite the similar-
ity of yeast and human PDI protein sequence, there is a functional dierence between
the two structures which could be explained by some dierent tertiary structure dis-
positions. However, since there is no crystal structure for human PDI available yet,
it is not possible to compare the two structural features, i.e. the atomic spatial
disposition, the rigidity distribution nor mobility between, using either HCG nor
MD simulations. As soon as the structure is available I will be corroborating the
experimental result here presented with mobility simulations on the human PDI
crystal structure when it becomes available.
The use of the available crosslinkers reveal that the minimum inter-cysteine
distance for yeast PDI is above 12A. Although this results do not conrm the pre-
dicted HCG and MD minimum inter-cysteine distance for yeast PDI, i.e. 15A and
22A respectively, they do not contradict the predictions. In order to test the accu-
racy of the predictions it will be necessary to employ a range of longer crosslinkers,
e.g. using a crosslinkers of lengths 15A 17A . . . 27A.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Rigidity analysis
The analysis and comparison of rigidity distribution for dierent proteins in chap-
ter 3 revealed that proteins during a hydrogen-bond dilution can show a pattern
of rigidity loss that resembles the patterns of rigidity loss of glassy networks. Fur-
thermore, the results revealed how small structural variations could lead to network
variations that alter the rigidity distribution of proteins. A natural follow up of the
results presented in chapter 3 has been to investigate the rigidity distribution of
HIV-1 protease when bound to dierent ligands [79, 80]. These studies reveal the
eects on rigidity that dierent drugs have on the rigidity of the protein aps which
cover the active site. These results add to the contribution made by other studies
[17, 43, 44] that successfully applied FIRST rigidity analysis to identify structural
properties of proteins, e.g. tting of low-resolution cryo-EM maps of proteins [51],
the study of viral capsid assembly [49], the use the rigidity distribution as a basis
for coarse graining protein motion to simulate large biomolecular motions using and
elastic network models [21, 39] and by ourselves as presented in chapter 4 and the
identication of the folding core of proteins [44, 17].
Recently, FIRST has been made available as part of the exweb.asu.edu
website portal [81] where it is possible to upload a structure of choice and obtain
its structural information analysis. The rigidity analysis using FIRST to obtains
structural information and the wide range of applications to other closely related
elds highlights the usefulness of the method. However, there is a wide range of
improvements and new applications possible, from the most simple ones related to
further enquires on protein rigidity to more methodological ones.
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8.2 Geometric simulations
In this thesis I have reported the use of FIRST/FRODA and normal modes of
motion from the elastic network model to geometrically explore the conformational
space of proteins and obtain several insights about protein motion. This hybrid
method is able to explore protein motion by integrating both rigidity constraints
from First and low-frequency mode eigenvectors obtained using Elnemo, into the
geometric simulation Froda to simulate large biomolecular motions of proteins.
Although a similar method has been previously reported [21, 39], it is the rst
time that the methodology has been applied to a large set of proteins to investigate
their full conformational space. A great advantage of the method is that it makes
it possible to achieve signicant amplitudes of motion with only a few CPU-hours
of computational eort even for a pentameric pore protein with more than 1600
residues. The geometrical simulations permitted to investigate protein motion and
qualitatively dierentiate three dierent types of protein motion and propose a new
measure to quantify protein motion that takes into account how much the protein as
a whole changes position rather than an minimized average like the RMSD, which
can be susceptible to protein shape. The xRMSD measure accounts for the total
deviation of the protein from the initial structure. Therefore, it is not a measure
of structural similarity like RMSD, but a measure of protein mobility. A natural
follow up of this research would be to investigate a wider set of proteins and identify
whether the new measure quanties the mobility of proteins.
8.3 Large conformational changes of yeast PDI
The hybrid coarse graining method was put to the test to investigate the confor-
mational space of yeast PDI protein, see chapter 5. Each normal mode dened a
direction of motion that was explored to identify the motion limits and the eects
of using dierent networks of hydrogen bonds by using dierent Ecut from the rigid-
ity analysis. The rigidity analysis identies the modular nature of the protein and
the geometric simulations identies the large conformational change suggested by
previous experimental data [63]. The distance between the active sites of yeast PDI
provided a rough measure to quantify PDI motion and conrms that the protein
undergoes a large conformational change. Further, the use of dierent Ecut showed
that the protein mobility is impaired at high Ecut. Although initially it was thought
that such limitation was due to the high density of hydrogen bonds constraining
protein motion, recent work [38] highlighted several limitations of Froda. For ex-
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ample, the enforcement of constraints procedure in Froda does not guaranty that
the number of constraint violations are reduced at each step. Therefore, although
projecting the initial structure along the normal modes has conrmed yeast PDI
large conformational change, further investigation will be advisable to prove the
robustness and limitations of the enforcement of constraints procedure by Froda.
Furthermore, in chapter 6 the MD simulations showed that the active sites
distance between -carbons atoms (599 5979) vary approximately between a min-
imum of d
(MD)
min ' 22A and a maximum of d(MD)max ' 70A . Since the motion along
normal modes using Froda is not modulated by force elds but limited by the
stereochemical constraints it is expected that protein motion will reach larger con-
formational changes. However, in the series of simulations here presented the max-
imum inter-cysteine distance appears to be bigger during the MD simulations. On
the contrary, the minimum intra-cysteine distance is smaller for the HCG than for
the MD simulations, which is to be expected. MD will seldom guide the protein
to energetically not favourable conformations whereas HCG method will explore
the stereochemically accessible space as is. The experiments presented in chapter 7
using cross-linkers to identify the minimum distance between active sites revealed
that the minimum intra-cysteine distance for yeast PDI is longer that the largest
cross-linker used, i.e. a distance of 12A between the two maleimide groups. Longer
cross-linkers are needed to identify such minimum intra-cysteine distance.
The HCG method has proven to reveal interesting and useful results. It
allows to project a protein along the pathway dened by a normal mode and generate
the corresponding conformers along the pathway by using a minimum of computer
resources, typically hours of CPU time. However, it will be revealing to investigate
further whether the more restrictive motions displayed by the HCG method are
due to Froda limitations and to which extend do they aect protein mobility for
simulations at dierent Ecut. Hence, new simulations to test the robustness of the
mobility limits will be advisable. In regard to yeast PDI mobility predictions, it
will be interesting to perform mobility simulations with other methods which can
circumvent Froda's issues and compare with new experiments using longer cross-
linkers or FRET experiments to determine the accuracy of yeast PDI mobility
predictions.
The minimum and maximum inter-cysteine distance predicted by the HCG
and MD, and the predicted most likely inter-cysteine distance by the MD simulation
are very useful results to provide a good indication for the type of uorophore
pairs that are functional within the distance ranges that we wish to explore. The
distance range that a given pair of uorophores can explore varies depending on
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the uorophore pairs, e.g. a given set of pairs will be able to explore motion for
distances between 45 to 55A. Hence, using the inter-cysteine distance ranges will be
very useful to narrow down the number of useful uorophore pairs. Single-molecule
FRET experiments with alternating laser excitations (ALEX) is a new and suitable
technique to investigate the relative motion between yeast PDI cysteine groups.
Currently, members of my co-supervisor's group, Prof. R.B. Freedman, are in the
process of bringing forward such experiments. Their choice of uorophore pairs
based on the HCG and MD simulations is Atto550{Atto647N, Atto550{Atto665
and Dylight488{Atto665. Each pair has a mid point distance where the resolution
is optimal. The mid points of the eective ranges are 65A, 60Aand 39Arespectively
and they are quantitative approximately 10A either side of the mid point. Hence,
with the three uorophore pairs it is possible to explore inter-cysteine distances
approximately between 29A to 75A. This will allow to put to the text the maximum
inter-cysteine distance identied by the HCG and MD methods.
In summary, he HCG method provides a quick and versatile approach to
explore protein conformational changes that would be very computationally costly
for atomistic methods. Besides its advanced performance, it also provides the user
with data that was not revealed by MD simulations and that could be of biological
importance. Further, the HCG method advice on the type of experiments and
experimental probes that could be most useful to corroborate the simulations.
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Chapter 9
Outlook and further research
Despite the success in exploring the conformational space using normal modes while
ensuring stereochemical constraints, there are some limitations of Froda to con-
sider [38, 82]. Firstly, a fairly common occurrence during Froda simulations is a
sudden abort of the simulation after the tting procedure repeatedly failed to satisfy
constraints. The enforcement of constraints procedure does not guaranty that the
number of constraint violations are reduced at each step. For example, atoms in a
crowded environment could face multiple overlaps at the same time or a group of
overlapping atoms could simultaneously provoke alternate corrective distances that
provoke recursively new violation of constraints. This could lead to the atoms being
bounced back and forth from overlap to overlap, which could explain the limitations
of the software in terms of how the jamming eects occur. Another issue relates to
the rigid cluster templates that it incorporates from First. The hydrogen bonds
and hydrophobic contacts that are considered as rigid within are maintained rigid
as the protein moves. Therefore, keeping the bonds distance and orientation x
(unable to rotate) so that the residues within the rigid clusters are prevented from
readjusting limits the motion of the protein articially. Hence, a large scale mo-
tion may be inhibited or even blocked out if the geometries of the hydrogen and
hydrophobic bonds are not allowed to re-arrange. This hypothesis is supported by a
very recent simulation for yeast PDI structure (2B5E) I carried out using FrodaN
at the \www.pathways.asu.edu". The results shown in Figure 9.1 indicate that the
inter-cysteine distance ranges from the initial structure d
(FrodaN)
min ' 26:51A to a
d
(FrodaN)
max ' 61:16A. This result is closer to the maximum inter-cystein values ob-
tained from the MD simulations than the ones obtained with Froda. However, the
most striking result is that the Ecut was chosen to be Ecut =  0:1 kcal/mol, an
energy cuto that is much higher than the ones Froda showed the largest mobil-
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Figure 9.1: Superimposed yeast PDI structures during FrodaN simulations. The
structure with the crystal coordinates is shown in green colour and the most open
structure is shown in blue. The cysteine residues of interest are shown in: red for the
cysteine in domain a , i.e. -carbon 599 within residue 61, and pink for the cysteine
in domain a' , i.e. -carbon 5979 within residue 406. The inter-cysteine distance
for the two conformers is shown in yellow and it ranges from d
(FrodaN)
min ' 26:51A to
d
(FrodaN)
max ' 61:16A. The Ecut was purposely chosen as Ecut = 0:1 kcal/mol.
ity, i.e. Ecut  0:522 kcal/mol. This is surprising since the inter-cystein distances
for similar Ecut values using Froda are d
(Froda)
Ecut=( 0:133) ' 43A. This means that for
at best considering the same number of hydrogen bond constrains or Ecut, the use
of Froda appears to restrict protein mobility with respect both MD and FrodaN
simulations. Hence, these results supports [38, 82] at questioning the robustness and
limitations of the geometric simulation method Froda. Nevertheless, the method
does bring useful insights when protein motion is biased using normal modes and it
is advisable to use, especially to complement other techniques. In order to identify
the limitations and robustness of the method new simulations and experiments will
be invaluable to bring a better understanding. The investigation carried out during
this thesis has brought a wealth of possible new avenues to continue with the re-
search from this thesis. There are, of course, many systems that would be interesting
to investigate using the HCG method but also new conceptual developments that
could be applied to new coarse graining models. Our understanding about proteins,
their structure and dynamics has evolved towards proteins as \dynamic networks"
challenging old concepts for a better understanding to emerge.
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Chapter 10
Appendix
10.1 Appendix
Here I compile several graphs for which there was not much space in the main text.
These graphs are showing the scalar product between initial modes and the ones
obtained for each conformer as discussed in chapter 4.
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Figure 10.1: Dot product graph for BPTI (1BPI). The dot product m
(i)
j  m(c)j
between an initial starting mode m
(i)
j and its current mode m
(c)
j , j = 7; : : : ; 11 as
the initial structure is projected along the initial mode. The current modes, m
(c)
j ,
are obtained from performing normal mode analysis on the current conformations as
the initial structure is projected along an initial modem
(i)
j . For clarity, dot products
for only 25 conformations of each direction of motion are shown. The evolution of
the dot product along the conformations is reported for dierent cuto energies,
which for BPTI are (a) Ecut =  0:2 kcal/mol, (b) Ecut =  1:7 kcal/mol and (c)
Ecut =  2:2 kcal/mol. The horizontal and vertical dotted lines denote the largest
possible value of m
(i)
j m(c)j and the zero on the conformer axis, respectively.
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Figure 10.2: Dot product graph for cytochrome-c (1HRC) as described in Figure
10.1 but with Ecut values of (a)  0:7 kcal/mol and (b)  1:2 kcal/mol.
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Figure 10.3: Dot product graph for 1-antitrypsin (1QLP) as described in Figure
10.1 but with Ecut values of (a) Ecut =  0:1 kcal/mol, (b) Ecut =  0:5 kcal/mol
and (c) Ecut =  1:1 kcal/mol.
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Figure 10.4: Dot product graph for internal kinesin motor domain (1RY6) as de-
scribed in Figure 10.1 but with Ecut values of (a)  0:4 kcal/mol (b)  0:6 kcal/mol
and (c)  1:1 kcal/mol.
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Figure 10.5: Dot product graph for yeast PDI (2B5E) as described in Figure 10.1
but with Ecut values of (a) Ecut =  0:015 kcal/mol, (b) Ecut =  0:522 kcal/mol,
(c) Ecut =  0:885 kcal/mol and (d) Ecut =  1:412 kcal/mol.
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Figure 10.6: Dot product graph for a ligand gated ion channel protein (2VL0) as
described in gure 10.1but with Ecut values of (a) Ecut =  0:4 kcal/mol and (b) at
Ecut =  0:5 kcal/mol.
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